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abstract: We present a model that scales from the physiological
and structural traits of individual trees competing for light and ni-
trogen across a gradient of soil nitrogen to their community-level
consequences. The model predicts the most competitive (i.e., the
evolutionarily stable strategy [ESS]) allocations to foliage, wood, and
fine roots for canopy and understory stages of trees growing in old-
growth forests. The ESS allocations, revealed as analytical functions
of commonly measured physiological parameters, depend not on
simple root-shoot relations but rather on diminishing returns of
carbon investment that ensure any alternate strategy will underper-
form an ESS in monoculture because of the competitive environment
that the ESS creates. As such, ESS allocations do not maximize
nitrogen-limited growth rates in monoculture, highlighting the un-
derappreciated idea that the most competitive strategy is not nec-
essarily the “best,” but rather that which creates conditions in which
all others are “worse.” Data from 152 stands support the model’s
surprising prediction that the dominant structural trade-off is be-
tween fine roots and wood, not foliage, suggesting the “root-shoot”
trade-off is more precisely a “root-stem” trade-off for long-lived trees.
Assuming other resources are abundant, the model predicts that
forests are limited by both nitrogen and light, or nearly so.

Keywords: perfect plasticity approximation (PPA), FLUXNET, opti-
mal, optimization, forest dynamics, height-structured competition.

Introduction

Just as the physical properties of a moving fluid depend
on the characteristics and interactions of individual atoms,
the dynamics of the world’s forests depend on the char-
acteristics and interactions of individual trees. In the phys-
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ical sciences, the Navier-Stokes equations successfully scale
up processes at the level of atoms to those of fluids. In
principle, ecologists should be able to scale up the traits,
interactions, and biotic and abiotic environments of in-
dividual trees to the population, community, and ecosys-
tem properties of forests (Purves and Pacala 2008). How-
ever, a tractable path from the idiosyncrasies of individual
trees to the repeatable properties of forests is not obvious.

Building on a body of theoretical and empirical liter-
ature (von Foerster 1959; Mitchell 1975; Metz and Diek-
mann 1986; DeAngelis et al. 1993; Umeki 1995; Pacala et
al. 1996; De Roos and Persson 2001), recent advances have
produced the “perfect plasticity approximation” (PPA;
Strigul et al. 2008). The PPA uses the fact that light com-
petition regulates forest canopies in a way that is effectively
independent of the spatial arrangement of individuals to
scale from the “mean field” vital rates of individual trees
to emergent properties at the level of forests using a phys-
iologically structured population model (Strigul et al.
2008). It generates analyzable “macroscopic equations”
that can be used to understand and predict forest structure
and dynamics in much the same way that Lotka-Volterra
equations can be used to understand generalized species
interactions. But unlike the entirely phenomenological
Lotka-Volterra equations, the PPA is based on a mecha-
nistic treatment of height-structured competition using
quantifiable, individual plant vital rates and, as such, is
capable of quantitative predictions that can be tested with
available data. Strigul et al. (2008) showed that the PPA
captures essential dynamics of forest simulators, which
themselves have been shown to capture essential properties
of real forests (Di Lucca 1998). Purves et al. (2008) showed
that a version of the PPA parameterized with empirically
derived vital rates of the dominant tree species in the Great
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Lakes states of the United States successfully predicted
aspects of forest composition and dynamics over a century
of succession.

Here, we characterize the interactions of individual trees
using stoichiometrically and physiologically based (i.e., as
mechanistic in concept as possible and based on measur-
able parameters wherever possible) formulations for ni-
trogen and light competition that, together with quanti-
tative allometric equations, lead to individual growth rates.
With these individual growth rates, we use the macroscopic
equations of the PPA to scale up to the community level.
With community-level equations, we use adaptive dynam-
ics (Geritz et al. 1998; Falster and Westoby 2003; McGill
and Brown 2007) to determine the most competitive al-
locational strategies (i.e., evolutionarily stable strategies
[ESSs]), which are not necessarily the growth-maximizing
strategies in monoculture. While there are many models
of plant competition for nitrogen and light (e.g., Tilman
1988; Reynolds and Pacala 1993; Rees and Bergelson 1997;
Friedlingstein et al. 1999), we believe this is the first that
is both analytically tractable and capable of accurate quan-
titative predictions of forestry data. Moreover, its ability
to be modified for other types of vegetation and other
types of interactions is promising.

Following Tilman (1988), we focus our ESS analysis on
predictions of foliage, wood, and fine root allocation in
stable-size-distribution (i.e., old-growth) stands across a
nitrogen availability gradient. Although we believe that
trees also shift both physiology and morphology of foliage,
wood, and fine roots to remain competitive across gra-
dients, we restrict the present analysis to shifts in allocation
only, holding physiological and morphological parameters
constant among strategies. This allows us to evaluate how
far we can go in predicting forest processes based solely
on understanding ESSs for allocation. We use parameter
values for temperate deciduous broadleaf forests and re-
main uncommitted as to whether shifts in strategy across
the gradient represent species replacement or the plastic
responses of a single species. The truth is likely somewhere
in between and is a worthy subject of future research. In
contrast to most untested ESS models of plant dynamics
(Falster and Westoby 2003), we tested the model’s pre-
dictions against empirical allocational patterns from 152
primarily temperate deciduous and evergreen stands from
the FLUXNET database (Luyssaert et al. 2007) and San-
tantonio (1989).

The organization of what follows presents the reader
with options depending on his or her interest in the tech-
nical details of the model and results. The first section,
“Nontechnical Model and Results Summary,” provides a
heuristic overview that, together with “Model Predictions
Compared to Empirical NPP Data,” will allow the reader
to move on to the “Discussion.” The second and third

sections, “Quantitative Description of the Model” and
“Analytical and Quantitative Results,” minimally define
the model and report its results in mathematical terms.
Appendix G in the online edition of the American Nat-
uralist is carefully prepared to stand alone and includes a
full model derivation and description, the technical der-
ivation of the results, and additional nontechnical expla-
nations and biological justifications. Table 1 lists all model
symbols and parameters, allowing the reader to move be-
tween sections without complication. Figure 1 provides a
conceptual depiction of the model.

Nontechnical Model and Results Summary

Our model is individual based. Individuals possess strat-
egies for allocating carbon (photosynthate) to foliage,
wood, and fine roots. Individuals acquire nitrogen via be-
lowground competition. Nitrogen uptake is proportional
to fine root mass, and so individuals with relatively greater
fine root mass acquire a greater relative share of the avail-
able nitrogen. A close approximation to a full nitrogen
cycling model shows that the net mineralization rate is
approximately constant and outside of plant control under
the conditions considered here. Belowground competition
is modeled as mean field, a reasonable approximation of
root systems that are extensively commingled. Individuals
acquire carbon via photosynthesis, which depends on light
availability. Self-shading potentially diminishes the carbon
fixed by leaves situated lower in a crown, and canopy
individuals shade understory individuals. Carbon alloca-
tion to foliage is stoichiometrically constrained by nitrogen
uptake, such that individuals cannot build more foliage
than they have the nitrogen to support.

We place individuals within a forest stand that is of
effectively infinite extent. We restrict our analysis to con-
ditions in which the canopy is closed. The PPA allows us
to separate an individual’s life into two stages: an under-
story stage during which its topmost leaves are shaded by
the canopy individuals above it and, assuming it survives,
a canopy stage during which its topmost leaves receive full
sun. Individuals transition from the understory to the can-
opy stage when they grow to height , whereupon theirZ̃r

light environment changes instantaneously and discontin-
uously (derived as an approximation to a more realistic
gradual transition; see app. B in the online edition of the
American Naturalist). Individuals are subject to a constant
mortality rate in the understory and a (lesser) constant
mortality rate in the canopy. We assume that only indi-
viduals in the canopy stage reproduce.

To find the most competitive allocation strategy, we ef-
fectively analyze a series of invasions. We compose the
stand of a resident type. Individuals of the resident type
all employ the same allocational strategy in the understory
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Table 1: Traits subject to evolutionarily stable strategy analysis, parameters, and subscripts

Symbol Value Units Description

LX, x Any (but see eq. [2]) m2 m�2 Leaf area index; one-sided area of leaves per ground surface area of
an individual, proportional to carbon allocation to foliage; con-
strained by nitrogen stoichiometry (eq. [2])

GX, x Any cm year�1 Stem diameter growth rate, proportional to carbon allocation to
wood

RX, x Any gcarbon m�2 Live fine root mass per crown area; proportional to carbon alloca-
tion to fine roots

Nitrogen:
Navail Any gN m�2 year�1 Available nitrogen per area
NX, x Any gN m�2 Nitrogen uptake of an individual per crown area
r .5 None Fraction of total plant nitrogen uptake allocated to leaves
dL 1.595 gN m�2 Nitrogen per unit leaf area
f .5 None Fraction of nitrogen lost from senesced foliage
gL 1 year�1 Foliage turnover

Light and photosynthesis:
0IX 0–1 PAR �1PAR0 Light level of the highest leaf layer
bottomIX, x 0–1 PAR �1PAR0 Light level of the lowest leaf layer

Ĩ .33 PAR �1PAR0 Light level at which photosynthesis is balanced between light lim-
ited and light saturated; equal to (A � q)/fmax

Amax
�59.9 # 10 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1 Maximum net carbon assimilation rate (see fig. 2)

q �69.9 # 10 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1 Dark respiration rate (see fig. 2)
F �43.27 # 10 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1

PAR�1 PAR0

Quantum yield of light-limited net photosynthesis (see fig. 2)

s 62.26 # 10 s year�1 Scale conversion between measured (s�1) and yearly net
photosynthesis

k .5 LAI�1 Light extinction coefficient per crown depth
z .75 None Scales k and in Beer’s law light extinction to calculate 0L IC, r U

Carbon:
EX, x Any gcarbon m�2 year�1 Carbon fixed per projected crown area, net after leaf maintenance

respiration
M 28 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 Leaf carbon per area
kL .25 None Foliage construction respiration, expressed as a fraction of leaf

carbon
gR .3 year�1 Fine root turnover
kR .25 None Fine root construction respiration, expressed as a fraction of fine

root carbon
Q .35 gcarbon gcarbon

�1 year�1 Fine root respiration rate
qC 34.6, 0 gcarbon m�2 year�1 Carbon cost of producing seeds; 0 for understory individuals
L .78 None Fraction aboveground of the carbon allocated to wood

Perfect plasticity approximation:
a .1 m2/v cm�1 Power law coefficient relating D to A
v 1.4 None Power law exponent relating D to A
a 81.5 gcarbon cm�(v�1) Power law coefficient relating D to B
Wx Any individuals Fitness or lifetime reproductive success of strategy x
D̃r Any cm Stem diameter of shortest cohort in the canopy of a monoculture
Z̃r Any m Height of shortest cohort in the canopy of a monoculture
mX .013, .038 year�1 Mortality rate, canopy and understory, respectively
F .01 individuals m�2 year�1 Germinants produced per unit canopy area per time

Note: Sources and derivations for values are in appendix E in the online edition of the American Naturalist. Subscripts and superscripts: r p variables

for resident strategies; m p variables for invading strategies; x p a “placeholder” for variables that can take either an r or an m; C p variables for canopy

individuals; U p variables for understory individuals; X p a “placeholder” for variables that can take either C or U; asterisk p variables for evolutionarily

stable strategies; sat p variables calculated assuming saturating nitrogen uptake. PAR p photosynthetically active radiation; LAI p leaf area per ground area

of an individual.
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Figure 1: Conceptual figure. Horizontal rectangles are tree crowns with height proportional to leaf area per ground area of an individual
(LAI). Vertical or slanted rectangles are stems. Orange “squiggles” are fine root mass, shown without connection to any individuals to reflect
the assumption that nitrogen competition is mean field. Here, an invader type is shown that has a higher investment in fine roots per unit
crown area (larger blue squiggles). Light is reduced due to self-shading (gradient within crowns) and transmittance through the canopy (gray
“shade” in understory). Parenthetical symbols reflect their use in the model.

stage and the same allocational strategy in the canopy
stage, that is, the allocational strategies between the two
stages may differ but are uniform within a stage. We solve
the system for dynamic equilibrium, such that the tran-
sition height from understory to canopy, , and the sizeZ̃r

distribution of the stand do not change with time.
We then add invader types to the resident stand, where

the invader types differ from the resident in their allo-
cational strategies in the understory, the canopy, or both.
Importantly, if the invader’s fine root allocation is greater
than that of the resident, it will be able to acquire relatively
more nitrogen, allowing it to build greater stoichiomet-
rically constrained foliage. If the invader’s fine root allo-
cation is less than that of the resident, the opposite is true.
Whether an invader will grow faster than the resident (i.e.,
allocate more carbon to wood) depends on the relative
carbon costs and benefits of its fine root and foliage al-
locations in the environment set by the resident.

The population density of the invader type is assumed
to be negligible, such that the resident’s allocation strategy
affects the nitrogen and light availability of the invader
but not the other way around. An invader will be successful
if its population is expected to increase from low density.
In a given habitat (here defined by nitrogen availability),
we test all possible resident types against all possible in-
vader types and deem the resident type that resists invasion
by all invader types the evolutionarily stable strategy, that
is, the most competitive strategy for that habitat.

Our model analysis reveals five important results. (1)
In nitrogen-limited habitats, ESS allocation to foliage in-
creases with increasing soil nitrogen availability. In nitro-
gen-saturated habitats, ESS allocation to foliage is inde-
pendent of soil nitrogen availability and is determined
solely by light availability, such that the lowest, most-
shaded leaves in a crown fix just enough carbon to balance

the costs of their respiration and construction. (2) Up to
the point of nitrogen saturation, ESS allocation to fine
roots decreases with increasing soil nitrogen availability.
For a particular soil nitrogen availability, ESS allocation
to fine roots ensures that invaders with greater fine root
allocation will fail to cover their cost with the additional
foliage they are able to build. (3) Up to the point of ni-
trogen saturation, ESS allocation to wood generates in-
creasing stem diameter growth rates with increasing soil
nitrogen availability. (4) Closed-canopy forests are nec-
essarily dual limited by nitrogen and light, or nearly so.
Habitats with low soil nitrogen availability (i.e., that might
be solely nitrogen limited) are always subject to successful
invasion by strategies that will generate open-canopy con-
ditions when they become residents. (5) Up to the point
of nitrogen saturation, ESS allocation to foliage maximizes
stem diameter growth rate in monoculture (i.e., is “op-
timal”), whereas ESS allocation to either fine roots or wood
does not.

Quantitative Description of the Model

Individuals compete for soil nitrogen, with net minerali-
zation rate (derived from a full nitrogen cyclingNavail

model; see app. G), as a function of their fine root mass
R:

RX, xN ≈ N , (1)X, x availR C, r

where is the nitrogen acquired by an individual perNX, x

unit projected crown area. Following a system of subscripts
that will be used again below, equation (1) can be used
to calculate the per crown area nitrogen uptake of either
understory or canopy individuals of either the resident or
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Figure 2: Simplified model of net photosynthesis, with the X-axis
running from completely dark (left) to completely bright (right). Net
photosynthesis is calculated by integrating across from to0L IX, x X

, where is determined by self-shading. and arebottom bottom 0 bottomI I I IX, x X, x X X, x

free to vary along the X-axis, provided . defines the tran-0 bottom ˜I 1 I IX X, x

sition light level between light limited and light saturated and is equal
to .(A � q)/fmax

invader strategies by substituting X with either U (un-
derstory) or C (canopy) and x with either r (resident) or
m (invader). The equation states that an individual’s ni-
trogen acquisition is proportional to the nitrogen min-
eralization rate and its fine root mass, relative to the res-
ident’s canopy fine root mass.

Because of stoichiometric constraints on the construc-
tion of foliage, individuals that acquire more nitrogen
( ; eq. [1]) can build more leaf layers (fig. 1; cf. depthNX, x

of circled invader foliage to resident foliage):

N rX, xL ≤ , (2)X, x
d g fL L

where is the one-sided leaf area per ground area ofL X, x

an individual (LAI), is determined by via equa-N RX, x X, x

tion (1), r is the fraction of nitrogen taken up that is
allocated to foliage, dL is the nitrogen concentration of
leaves per unit area (although this value is clearly different
for sun leaves and shade leaves even within the same in-
dividual, we assume for simplicity no change in dL), f is
the fraction of nitrogen lost from senesced foliage, and gL

is leaf turnover. Note that in contrast to empirical mea-
sures of LAI, which are made at the ecosystem level, we
define LAI at the individual level. However, our definition
of LAI for canopy individuals will closely accord with em-
pirical measurements in closed-canopy forests where total
projected crown area and/or LAI of understory individuals
is small. The inequality in equation (2) states that an in-
dividual can build less foliage than it has nitrogen for, but
we show in the results that this is never adaptive for a
nitrogen-limited plant and so equation (2) is more usefully
understood with a strict equality under nitrogen-limited
conditions.

Because light is directional, individuals shade their own
leaves and the leaves of trees below them. If is the light0IX

intensity at the top of an individual, is its uniformL X, x

LAI, and k is the light extinction coefficient, then the light
intensity incident on its lowest leaves diminishes expo-
nentially as a function of the leaves above:

bottom 0 �kLX,xI p I e . (3)X, x X

The light intensity at the top of the canopy is taken as full
sun, , whereas the light intensity at the top of the un-0IC

derstory diminishes exponentially as a function of the can-
opy’s LAI:

0 0 �kL zC, rI p I e . (4)U C

The parameter z is between 0 and 1 and phenomenolog-
ically accounts for both small-scale disturbance mecha-
nisms (e.g., single tree-fall gaps, branch breakage) and
wind-driven canopy crown movements (synchronous
within individuals but asynchronous among individuals)

that can cause understory light intensities to exceed those
of the lowest canopy leaves.

The rate of carbon gain by a tree’s crown is the sum of
the photosynthetic rates of its leaf layers. Net photosyn-
thetic rates (photosynthesis minus leaf maintenance res-
piration) are governed by the function in figure 2. In full
sun, leaves photosynthesize at the maximum rate, but that
rate diminishes in lower leaves due to self-shading (fig. 1,
depicted as a gradient within each crown; fig. 2). In ad-
dition to self-shading, the photosynthesis of understory
individuals is reduced by the shade of the canopy indi-
viduals above them (fig. 1; eq. [4]). There are three distinct
cases, depending on whether portions of are lightL X, x

saturated, partly light saturated and partly light limited,
or solely light limited. The light intensity at which a leaf
transitions from light saturated to light limited is Ĩ p

(fig. 2), where is the maximum pho-(A � q)/F Amax max

tosynthetic rate, q is the dark respiration rate, and F is
the quantum yield of light-limited photosynthesis. In the
first case, the entire (determined by eq. [2]) is lightL X, x

saturated, such that and and per–pro-0 bottom˜ ˜I 1 I I ≥ IX X, x

jected crown area net photosynthesis is

E p sA L , (5)X, x max X, x

where s scales per-second rates to yearly rates. In the sec-
ond case, part of the is light saturated and part is lightL X, x

limited, such that and :0 bottom˜ ˜I 1 I I ! IX X, x
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0A � q FImax XE p s 1 � lnX, x { [ ( )]k A � qmax (6)

0FIX �kLX,x� e � qL .X, x}k

In the third and final case, all of the is light limited,L X, x

such that 0 ˜I ! IX

0FIX �kLX,xE p s (1 � e ) � qL . (7)X, x X, x[ ]k

We note that in our treatment we always assume that
, and thus, canopy trees are never solely light limited.0 ˜I 1 IC

In contrast, because light at the top of understory indi-
viduals is reduced by the canopy’s shade, understory in-
dividuals are often partially light saturated and partially
light limited or solely light limited. We use the terms “ni-
trogen limited” (eq. [5]), “light limited” (eq. [7]), and
“dual limited” (eq. [6] or eq. [7]) to reflect their empirical
interpretations, where adding only nitrogen, only light, or
either nitrogen or light, respectively, would increase growth
rates. To be clear, a dual-limited individual would benefit
from the addition of nitrogen by itself, light by itself, or
both together. All other resources, including water and
phosphorus, are assumed to be nonlimiting regardless of
allocation.

We assume that individuals allocate fixed carbon to sup-
port foliage, fine roots, reproductive structures (if they are
in the canopy), and structural wood (branches, stem, and
coarse roots). This implies diameter growth rate (see app.
G):

vpa
G ≈ {E � (1 � k )g MLX, x X, x L L X, x(v � 1)a

� [(1 � k )g � Q]R � q }, (8)R R X, x C

where a, a, and v are all allometric constants that relate
stem diameter to projected crown area and total tree mass
(see app. G); is determined by equation [5], [6], orE X, x

[7], depending on the environment; gL is leaf turnover;
M is leaf carbon per one-sided leaf area; kL is the respi-
ratory cost of building leaves; gR is fine root turnover; kR

is the respiratory cost of building fine roots; Q is the main-
tenance respiration rate of fine roots; and qC is the annual
build and maintenance cost of fecundity per projected
crown area. Equation (8) states that stem diameter growth
rate is proportional to net photosynthesis (first term) mi-
nus the build cost of foliage (second term) minus the build
and respiratory cost of fine roots (third term) minus al-
location to fecundity (last term), scaled by allometric con-
stants. The equation does not include foliage maintenance
respiration, as this is already subsumed in the calculation

of net photosynthetic rate, . We assume negligibleE X, x

wood turnover and respiration. As developed in appendix
G, allocation to wood is directly proportional to the stem
diameter growth rate (and, via allometry, to the heightGX, x

growth rate). As a consequence of the allometric equations
that we use and justify in online appendixes A and G, stem
diameter growth rates, , are constant and independentGX, x

of stem diameter.
The methods of the perfect plasticity approximation,

which classify individual trees as being in the canopy (as
tall as or taller than the minimum canopy crown height;

; fig. 1) or in the understory (shorter than ; fig. 1)˜ ˜Z Zr r

without reference to their spatial locations, allow us to
rigorously scale up the individual-level ecology presented
above to the community level (Adams et al. 2007; Strigul
et al. 2008). Assuming the same height allometries among
species, as we do here, the stem diameter that corre-D̃r

sponds to for an equilibrial monoculture is approxi-Z̃r

mately

vG GU, x C, rvD̃ ≈ ln Fpa G(v � 1) , (9)r v�1[ ]m mU C

where mC and mU are canopy and understory mortality
rates, F is per–ground area fecundity, is the gammaG(…)
function, a and v relate projected crown area to stem
diameter, and and are determined by equationG GU, r C, r

(8). As revealed in equation (9), increases with growthD̃r

rates and fecundity and decreases with mortality rates in
a way that properly weights the understory and canopy
components (Strigul et al. 2008).The lifetime reproductive
success, or fitness , of a strategy is approximatelyWx

vG˜ C, x�D (m /G ) vr U U,xW ≈ e Fpa G(v � 1), (10)x v�1mC

where and are determined by equation (8). WeG GU, x C, x

restrict our analysis to cases that result in closed-canopy
forests, for which and are necessarily greater thanG GU, x C, x

0. As described in appendix G, we use slightly more ac-
curate but more cumbersome expressions for determining
numerical results in figures. Qualitative results are not at
all affected by this difference.

We use adaptive dynamics (Geritz et al. 1998; McGill
and Brown 2007) to determine the most competitive al-
locations to foliage, wood, and fine roots for a given ni-
trogen availability, which we usefully characterize as in-
dividual leaf area index , individual stem diameter∗L X

growth rate (which is directly proportional to wood al-
location) , and fine root mass . We use the term∗ ∗G RX X

“strategy” to refer to a particular suite of such allocations.
For a particular trait we implicitly find the ESS by∗v v
finding the maxima of the fitness function for :W vm
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Figure 3: The evolutionarily stable strategy leaf area index ( ), stem∗LX

growth rate ( ), and fine root mass ( ) across a nitrogen availability∗ ∗G RX X

gradient for canopy (A) and understory (B) individuals. Lines begin
at low as growth rates become sufficient to allow for closed-Navail

canopy forest. Lines end at high as foliage becomes nitrogenNavail

saturated, where additional nitrogen uptake would be neither com-
petitive nor optimal and where we thus expect nitrogen to leach from
the system.

dW (v , v )m m r p 0,Fdv ∗m v pv , v pvm r r

2dW (v , v )m m r
! 0, (11)

2 Fd v ∗m v pv , v pvm r r

where is a function of both the invader’s strategyW vm m

and the resident’s strategy and is both continuous andvr

smooth within the domain of analysis (Geritz et al. 1998;
McGill and Brown 2007). Because of their functional con-
nection to (eq. [8]), and uniquely determine∗ ∗G L RX, x X X

; although it is vastly more cumbersome, we could ob-∗GX

tain the same numerical results by solving first for and∗L X

and then substituting them for . Equation (11) iden-∗ ∗G RX X

tifies local ESS candidate strategies that, as residents, are
uninvadible by nearby strategies. We determine that these
ESS candidate strategies are both global and convergent
stable in appendix F in the online edition of the American
Naturalist.

By subtracting carbon consumed by respiration, our
growth equation (eq. [8]) lends itself to comparison with
empirical net primary productivity (NPP) measurements:

NPP { g ML ,foliage L X, x

�1
vpa

NPP p G ,wood X, x[ ](v � 1)a

�1
vpa

NPP p LG , (12)aboveground wood X, x[ ](v � 1)a

NPP { g R ,fine root R X, x

where L is the fraction of wood allocated aboveground.
All four values are expressed in common units (gcarbon m�2

year�1 for our parameterization; table 1). Relative NPP of
any component is found by dividing it by the sum of
NPPfoliage, NPPwood, and NPPfine root.

Analytical and Quantitative Results

Appendix G contains the derivations and additional ex-
planations for the following results.

Result 1

Increasing ESS foliage with increasing nitrogen availability.
Across a fertility gradient, as increases, the most com-Navail

petitive LAIs in both the canopy, , and in the understory,∗LC

, increase up to the point of nitrogen saturation (fig.∗L U

3). First, we find the ESS, assuming that nitrogen is un-
limited:

01 sFIC∗satL p ln , (13)C [ ]k (1 � k )g M � sqL L

where “sat” indicates that this is the nitrogen-saturated
result. Interpretation of this equation is straightforward.
The most competitive nitrogen-saturated LAI, , de-∗satLC

pends strongly on k, the light extinction coefficient; smaller
k leads to greater because it decreases self-shading. Of∗satLC

those variables that may vary appreciably among species
or habitats, increased occurs with increasing extrap-∗satLC

olated net photosynthetic rate s or decreasing leaf turnover
rate gL, leaf carbon per area M, or leaf dark respiration
rate q. Because and q are often positively correlated,A max

decreasing will likely increase . At , the lowest∗sat ∗satA L Lmax C C

leaves of canopy trees are just able to pay for their own
construction and respiratory costs. This is an upper limit,
as it does not take into account the possibility that ad-
ditional whole-plant respiratory costs are required to sup-
port those lowest leaves (Reich et al. 2009). It is easy to
show that in habitats with less-than-saturating nitrogen
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availability, a strategy that builds as much foliage as it can
(according to eq. [2]) will invade a strategy that builds

less than that (see derivation of result 5 in app. G).LC, r

Thus,

N r satavail∗ ∗L p min , L , (14)C C( )d g fL L

where is defined by equation (13). Parallel results hold∗satLC

for the understory and are detailed in appendix G. To-
gether, these results show that the most competitive ∗L X

strategy is that which builds as much foliage as it has
nitrogen for, up to the point at which additional leaves
would fail to pay for themselves due to self-shading.

Result 2

Decreasing ESS fine root mass with increasing nitrogen avail-
ability. Across a soil fertility gradient as increases,Navail

the most competitive fine root mass, , decreases mono-∗RX

tonically. No closed-canopy exists at low because∗R NX avail

successful invaders with greater drive the system intoR C, m

open-canopy, nonforest conditions (see app. C in the on-
line edition of the American Naturalist). For all suf-Navail

ficiently large, a stable exists up to the point at which∗RX

the canopy becomes nitrogen saturated (fig. 3). Here we
show the canopy ESS ; the understory ESS is similar∗R C

and is detailed in appendix G:

∗0 �kLCsFI e � sq � (1 � k )g MC L L∗ ∗R p L . (15)C C(1 � k )g � QR R

Equation (15) is a ratio. The quantum yield, F, is the slope
of light-limited photosynthesis with light availability (fig.
2) and is light availability at the lowest leaf0 ∗I exp (�kL )C C

layer. Thus, the first term in the numerator describes the
rate of light-limited photosynthesis at the lowest leaf layer.
The second and third terms in the numerator are the
respiratory and build costs of that leaf layer. Together, the
numerator is the net marginal carbon benefit given to an
invader with greater fine root mass than the resident.
Whenever an individual is at least partially light limited,
this marginal benefit will decrease with because ∗N Lavail C

increases and thus the light at the bottom of the canopy
due to self-shading will decrease. The denominator for

is the fixed carbon cost of that infinitesimally greater∗R C

root investment. In contrast to the numerator, this fixed
root cost never varies with . Simply put, decreases∗N Ravail C

with because the marginal benefit to greater rootNavail

investment decreases due to self-shading while the cost
remains fixed. It is easy to show that goes to 0 as∗ ∗R LC C

goes to (eq. [13]), demonstrating that the premium∗satLC

paid on fine root biomass for the purpose of nitrogen

uptake goes to 0 as nitrogen becomes nonlimiting (as-
suming, as we do, no leaching of nitrogen).

Result 3

Increasing ESS growth rates with increasing nitrogen avail-
ability. The most competitive growth rate in the canopy,

, increases monotonically and saturates with increasing∗GC

:Navail

v 0pa (A � q)s FImax C∗G p 1 � lnC { [ ( )](v � 1)a k A � qmax

0sFI ∗C∗ �kLC� (kL � 1) e � q . (16)C C}k

Over the range of for which the model predictsNavail

closed-canopy forest, the term involving the exponent be-
comes less negative with increasing , causing theNavail

whole function to increase but in a saturating way. Apart
from the conversion constants in front and the cost of
fecundity, equation (16) differs from the equation for net
photosynthesis (eq. [6]) by the addition of to the term∗kLC

involving the exponent, which effectively incorporates the
increasing cost of and the decreasing cost of with∗ ∗L RC C

. It is also possible to solve analytically for , but∗N Gavail U

the resulting expression is neither simple nor illuminating.

Result 4

Forests composed of individuals with ESSs are dual limited
up to the point of nitrogen saturation. Up to the point of
nitrogen saturation, where no tree in a stand is limited by
nitrogen, our model predicts that all ESS forests are dual
limited; that is, the canopy, and sometimes the understory,
is limited by both nitrogen and light. At low , whereNavail

both the canopy and understory would be solely nitrogen
limited, no ESS closed-canopy forest can exist, because
strategies that lead to open-canopy conditions always suc-
cessfully invade closed-canopy strategies (app. C). Only
after the canopy becomes dual limited with increasing

does the possibility exist for an ESS closed-canopyNavail

forest. As increases, the understory transitions fromNavail

dual limited to solely light limited. At the point of nitrogen
saturation, no individual is limited by nitrogen, and both
the understory and canopy are at (eq. [13]; app. G).∗satL X

Result 5

Under nitrogen-limited conditions, ESS foliage maximizes
competitive ability and stem growth rate in monoculture (i.e.,
is “optimal”), whereas ESS fine root mass and wood allo-
cation maximize only competitive ability (i.e., are not “op-
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Figure 4: Empirical relations between relative net primary produc-
tivity (NPP) allocated to foliage, fine roots, and aboveground wood
(gray) compared to independent model predictions of evolutionarily
stable strategies across a nitrogen gradient. Arrows show gradient of
increasing for model predictions. Circles represent data fromNavail

the publicly available FLUXNET database (Luyssaert et al. 2007), and
Xs represent data from Santantonio (1989). Stands represented by
open circles or Xs are dominated by gymnosperms, whereas those
represented by filled circles are dominated by angiosperms. Meth-
odological details can be found in appendix D in the online editio
nof the American Naturalist. These empirical data neither informed
model parameters nor constrained the predictions and thus represent
an independent test of the model.

timal”). By design, our method for determining ESSs (eq.
[11]) finds those strategies that are uninvadible and thus
the most competitive among all neighboring strategies. In
much of the literature on plant ecology, plants are assumed
to maximize carbon gain or individual growth rate in
monoculture or in the absence of competition; that is,
they are said to be “optimal.” In addition to being the
most competitive strategy, ESS foliage is optimal in this∗LC

sense, but ESS fine root mass and growth rate, and∗R C

, are not.∗GC

Model Predictions Compared to Empirical NPP Data

We compared our model predictions of NPP, both relative
and absolute, to data from the FLUXNET database (Luys-
saert et al. 2007) and Santantonio (1989); details can be
found in appendix D in the online edition of the American
Naturalist. We used common units (g C m�2 year�1) for
foliage, aboveground wood, and fine roots NPP as de-
scribed in equation [12]. No part of the model, either its
formulation or its parameterization, was based on these
data, and the lines are generated as ESS solutions to the
model, not as statistical fits to the data (i.e., the lines are
generated without any reference to the data at all).

Both the data and our model’s predictions reveal a
strong negative relationship between fractional NPP of
wood and fine roots but very little relationship between
fractional NPP of either wood and foliage or fine roots
and foliage (fig. 4). The model’s predictions are close to
the empirical relationship (i.e., regression line, not shown)
and most of the range of the fractional data (fig. 4). Not
surprisingly, the data reveal increasing absolute NPP of
foliage, wood, and fine roots with increasing total NPP
(fig. 5). The model’s predictions largely fall within the
range of the absolute data but fail to find the empirical
relationships (i.e., regression lines, not shown) or generate
values for large ranges of the observed data (fig. 5). More-
over, whereas the data show a generally positive relation-
ship between absolute NPP of fine roots and total NPP,
the model predicts a negative relationship (fig. 5).

Discussion

Allocational Strategies Are Not Necessarily “Optimal”

Many investigators have suggested and observed that pro-
portional allocations to foliage and stem increase and al-
location to fine roots decreases with increasing nitrogen
availability in both forests and other types of vegetation
(Miller and Miller 1976; Aber et al. 1985; Vogt et al. 1987;
Tilman 1988; Santantonio 1989; Gholz et al. 1991; Gower
et al. 1992; Reynolds and Pacala 1993; Rees and Bergelson
1997; Coomes and Grubb 2000; Jimenez et al. 2009). The

suggested and observed distributions of standing biomass
often follow the same patterns. These trends have been
explained using optimization theory: optimal plants are
said to allocate so that they balance their belowground and
aboveground limitations and thus maximize growth rates
(Poorter and Nagel 2000). In such a framework, the trade-
off is between belowground and aboveground resource
acquisition, where capturing more of one resource nec-
essarily means capturing less of the other (e.g., Tilman
1988; Reynolds and Pacala 1993; Aikio and Markkola 2002;
Smith and Sibly 2008).
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Figure 5: Empirical relations between absolute net primary pro-
ductivity (NPP) allocated to foliage, aboveground wood, and fine
roots (gray) compared to independent model predictions of evolu-
tionarily stable strategies across a nitrogen gradient. Arrows show
gradient of increasing for model predictions. Five data are omit-Navail

ted from B ([1,710, 900], [1,720, 1,078], [1,314, 989], [1,333, 931],
[1,711, 1,299]) to increase resolution. See figure 4 legend for addi-
tional details. These empirical data neither informed model param-
eters nor constrained the predictions and thus represent an inde-
pendent test of the model.

We believe this explanation falls short for two reasons.
First, the most competitive strategies may not optimize
growth rates in monoculture (“Result 5”). For example,
in our model the ESS fine root and wood allocation strat-
egies are the most competitive, in the sense that no other
strategy can invade a monoculture that uses them. But
they do not optimize growth rates in monoculture; strat-
egies that allocate less to fine roots will lead to greater
growth rates (“Result 5”). This objection is not specific to
our model, closed-canopy forests, or even the plant king-
dom (Falster and Westoby 2003): what matters is not that

an ESS monoculture resident maximizes its own growth
rate but that it creates conditions in which no other strat-
egy can maintain a greater growth rate (or more accurately,
greater fitness) than the ESS resident.

Second, the explanation focuses on fractional allocation,
which can be a useful way to understand both within-
individual carbon budgeting and responses to multiple
resource limitations. Nevertheless, it is absolute allocation
that determines resource acquisition for both trees and
other types of vegetation. It is the absolute size (or density
or area) of a root system that determines its ability to
capture nitrogen, not its size relative to the rest of the
plant. Similarly, it is the absolute size and height of the
light intercepting organs that determine carbon capture,
not their size or height relative to the rest of the plant.
Moreover, there is no necessary trade-off between absolute
allocation to roots and shoots in competition; greater ab-
solute investment in roots may indirectly lead to greater
absolute investment in shoots (e.g., by acquiring greater
amounts of limiting nutrients that allow greater overall
productivity) and vice versa.

The Ecology of ESS Allocational Strategies

It is easy to understand why the amount of foliage increases
with nitrogen availability under nitrogen-limited condi-
tions: because foliage is stoichiometrically constrained by
nitrogen availability, greater nitrogen availability allows for
more foliage, which leads to greater carbon fixation.
Greater carbon fixation leads to greater growth rates. This
is true not just of the trees that we have modeled but of
any nitrogen-limited vegetation. Self-shading diminishes
the relative worth of lower leaves without an equal re-
duction in their carbon build cost, and a plant should not
build or maintain lower leaves with negative carbon bal-
ance (Givnish 1988; Anten and Poorter 2009; Reich et al.
2009). In our model, this point is described by (eq.∗satL X

[13]; app. G), the most competitive LAI of a nitrogen-
saturated tree. Although we have neglected it in our model,
trees also modify within-canopy physiology and mor-
phology, building a continuum between “sun leaves” and
“shade leaves,” which serves to increase . But there∗satL X

exist light levels below which even the best-adapted and
acclimated shade leaf will fail to be productive, indicating
that must exist, even allowing for within-canopy∗satL X

changes in physiology and morphology. Because increasing
productivity due to, for instance, longer growing season
length or less water limitation allows a given leaf to in-
crease its photosynthetic gain without appreciably affecting
its build cost, our model predicts greater for trees with∗satL X

greater maximum annual net photosynthetic rate (s).
The reason for the decrease in fine root mass with in-

creasing nitrogen availability (fig. 3; eq. [15]; app. G) is
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important, nonobvious, and, we believe, likely to underpin
competitive interactions in any plant community in which
individuals are dual limited by nitrogen and light. Simply
put, better nitrogen competitors (strategies of greater fine
root mass) are able to build more leaves than a resident
that is a poorer nitrogen competitor, but they receive less
payoff for their greater fine root investment when the only
“extra” leaves they can build relative to the resident are
light limited. That payoff becomes smaller as the “extra”
leaves become progressively more light limited, and as a
consequence, ESS fine root allocation declines with in-
creasing nitrogen availability.

As we discuss below, our model’s prediction of decreas-
ing fine root mass with increasing nitrogen availability is
contradicted by the FLUXNET data (fig. 5C), and many
empirical papers that have been published on this topic
(Brassard et al. 2009). But the prediction is also supported
by an approximately equal number of empirical papers,
reflecting a well-known paradox of generality that awaits
resolution (Brassard et al. 2009). We hope that our model
may provide a path forward in this debate and that relaxing
the universe of parameters that we currently hold constant
(e.g., fine root turnover, annual net photosynthetic rate)
with appropriate trade-offs will reveal the conditions under
which to expect one or the other response. Our model
makes the obviously wrong prediction that fine root mass
should actually go to 0 (and not just some small but pos-
itive value) at the point of nitrogen saturation. This is a
consequence of our assumptions that all other resources
(including water) are abundant, independent of allocation,
and that nitrogen does not leach from the system. This
obvious disagreement with observation argues for a full
water-nitrogen-light model.

There are interesting biological reasons for the result
that ESS allocation to foliage maximizes growth rates in
monoculture (i.e., is “optimal”), whereas ESS allocations
to fine roots and wood do not (“Result 5”). It is easy to
observe that individual tree crowns in closed-canopy for-
ests overlap very little (Putz et al. 1984; Purves et al. 2007),
such that each individual holds an independent light-
intercepting “territory” for the strong vertical component
of sunlight, presumably because interdigitating branches
with neighbors leads to damage in wind storms. It is much
less easy to observe but nonetheless true that individual
tree roots overlap substantially (Gilman 1988; Stone and
Kalisz 1991; Casper et al. 2003; Gottlicher et al. 2008)
presumably because, in the conspicuous absence of un-
derground wind storms, it is better to situate a new fine
root in the nitrogen diffusion zone of a neighbor’s fine
root to “steal” nitrogen that would have otherwise gone
to the neighbor (O’Brien et al. 2007). This “mean field”
nature of root competition effectively forces competitive
plants to divert carbon that could have gone to growth

(or fecundity) in order to maintain an environment that
prevents would-be usurpers from deriving any net benefit
by playing a different strategy.

In contrast to models that assume that the most com-
petitive strategies are those that maximize growth rates in
monoculture, our analysis reveals that low-nitrogen sys-
tems, in which all of the closed-canopy foliage is light
saturated, will always be invasible by strategies that invest
so heavily in fine roots that when they become residents,
their growth rates, relative to mortality rates, are too slow
to close the canopy (app. C). Thus, at low nitrogen avail-
ability, our model predicts that extant closed-canopy for-
ests must necessarily be dual limited by nitrogen and light.
At high nitrogen availability, a closed-canopy forest even-
tually becomes nitrogen saturated, where there exists no
reason, either competitive or optimal, for trees to take
up the additional nitrogen. If trees can avoid luxury con-
sumption of nitrogen (which incurs costs for conversion
from mineral form and storage), we expect nitrogen-
saturated forests to leach nitrogen until what remains
just meets the nitrogen-saturated demand. Such a forest
would be solely light limited but balanced at the brink of
dual limitation with nitrogen as well. An extensive study
of 50 stands of various compositions in the middle United
States revealed no evidence of nitrogen saturation (Reich
et al. 1997). In a forest nitrogen addition experiment, Per-
akis et al. (2005) found a threshold nitrogen addition rate
that stimulated leaching, consistent with our conjecture.

Empirical Patterns in Allocation

With changes in nitrogen availability alone, our model
predicts the major quantitative trends in fractional allo-
cation to foliage, wood, and fine roots in the data of
FLUXNET (Luyssaert et al. 2007) and Santantonio (1989).
The fractional allocations in both the data and our pre-
dictions reveal a strong structural trade-off between carbon
allocated to fine roots and wood (fig. 4A) but very little
structural trade-off between foliage and either fine roots
(fig. 4B) or wood (fig. 4C). Our model provides an ex-
planation for this.

The model predicts that trees should allocate carbon to
foliage in proportion to the nitrogen they acquire, up to
the point at which the lowest and most shaded leaves
would fail to pay for themselves in carbon (eq. [14]).
Because almost all mineralized nitrogen (net after mi-
crobial immobilization) is taken up quickly by nitrogen-
limited trees, independent of fine root mass (Raynaud and
Leadley 2004), our model predicts that allocation to fine
root and foliage should be independent. Because that fo-
liage more than pays for itself, such a “decision” is ben-
eficial, fixing more net carbon to pay for fine roots, fe-
cundity, or growth at the timescale of a season than would
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have been available if the initial carbon had originally been
invested directly in fine roots, fecundity, or growth. Note
that this may not be true of other plant forms, such as
annuals, that are incapable of storing enough labile carbon
to deploy a full leaf complement at the onset of the growing
season. In contrast to foliage, our model predicts that car-
bon allocation to fine roots and wood, both of which are
solely carbon sinks, should negatively covary. Because fe-
cundity is almost entirely a carbon sink, albeit often small,
the full trade-off is likely between fine roots, wood, and
fecundity.

Santantonio’s (1989) analysis of his smaller subset of
the data included site conditions, and he found that stands
with greater fractional fine root allocation were associated
with sites that were less favorable for growth, consistent
with our model predictions (notice arrow in fig. 4A).Navail

Similarly, among 14 oak woodlands, Reich (2002) observed
greater fractional fine root allocation associated with sites
with lower soil N availability. In contrast to optimization
models, which predict that plants should increase alloca-
tion to capture the more limiting resource (e.g., Reynolds
and Pacala 1993; Poorter and Nagel 2000; Aikio and Mark-
kola 2002), our model predicts that increased shade should
decrease allocation to foliage, if anything (consider in0IX

eq. [14]; app. G). Consistent with our model prediction,
Reich (2002) summarized a number of studies in which
experimental shading resulted not in greater leaf mass frac-
tion but rather increased allocation to stem at the expense
of roots. We suggest that a casual interpretation of the
“root-shoot” trade-off as involving foliage should be more
rigorously characterized as a “root-stem” trade-off, or
more rigorously still as a “fine root–wood” trade-off, at
least for long-lived trees.

The model’s ability to predict patterns in absolute al-
location of foliage and wood (fig. 5) is, on the one hand,
remarkable for a model that is simple enough to yield
analytical solutions and that by design ignores some well-
known and often highly influential processes (e.g., varia-
tions in physiology, water availability, and season length).
With earlier analytical models (e.g., Reynolds and Pacala
1993), one could not have even attempted a quantitative
prediction of this nature, let alone come close to suc-
ceeding. On the other hand, as parameterized, the model
does not predict closed-canopy forests of either low or
high total NPP (fig. 5); it makes predictions that appear
far from the empirical relationships (i.e., fit regression
lines, not shown) for both foliage NPP (fig. 5A) and above-
ground wood NPP (fig. 5B); and it predicts decreasing fine
root NPP with increasing total NPP, in opposition to the
dominant increasing trend (fig. 5C). Clearly, shifts in al-
location along nitrogen gradients explain some of the var-
iation in the data, but their failure to account for much
of it is consistent with the notion that competitive shifts

in physiology and within-organ morphology, as well as
limitation by other resources (none of which we have con-
sidered here) are of great importance.

The data contain stands with lower productivity than
even our lowest predicted closed-canopy stand (∼300 g C
m�2 year�1), but all of those stands are dominated by
conifers. Our model is parameterized for temperate de-
ciduous broadleaf species (table 1), and thus our inability
to predict those low-productivity conifer sites highlights
the important differences between the two taxa. Several of
our predictions fall outside the range of observed allo-
cations because our model makes the wrong prediction
that fine root mass should fall to 0 at high nitrogen avail-
ability. In reality, fine root mass should be low, but not 0,
at high nitrogen availability because even abundant nitro-
gen requires a mechanism of uptake and, in addition, fine
roots are responsible for the uptake of other resources.
Raising the high nitrogen availability predictions of fine
root mass would bring the predictions into better agree-
ment with the data, which highlights the importance of
incorporating potential limitation by other resources into
the model.

It is curious that the model predicts decreasing fine root
NPP with increasing total NPP, whereas the data show a
positive correlation between fine root NPP and total NPP,
at least for total g C m�2 year�1. As mentionedNPP ! 700
above, there are echoes of such radically divergent patterns
in the literature. Brassard et al. (2009) summarized nu-
merous studies across soil nitrogen gradients that reported
either significantly increasing or significantly decreasing
fine root production, turnover, and biomass. By inspection
of the equation for the ESS fine root allocation (eq. [15]),
it is clear that several parameters would increase or de-
crease its value, holding nitrogen availability constant.
However, s, the parameter that scales measured net pho-
tosynthesis per second to a yearly rate, stands out as one
that is likely to shift along important gradients. We expect
s to be positively correlated with growing season length
and negatively correlated with nonnitrogen resource lim-
itation (e.g., water). Among taxa, the parameters that de-
scribe fine root and foliage turnover, respiration, and con-
struction costs will vary and thus affect ESS fine root
allocation. Our results suggest that studies that effectively
hold these parameters, including s, constant by controlling
growing season length, taxa, and other resource limitations
should observe decreasing fine root production and bio-
mass, whereas those that allow them to vary might observe
any relationship. Since soil texture, water availability, and
nitrogen mineralization rates are frequently correlated
(Reich et al. 1997), it may be easy to find many naturally
occurring nitrogen availability gradients that are also po-
tentially correlated gradients in these other parameters.

We simplified our model by assuming old-growth con-
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ditions, but it is likely that many extant forests are still
recovering from anthropogenic and natural stand-level
disturbances. Indeed, the FLUXNET data set contains 62
and 24 stands that were characterized as “managed” and
“recently disturbed,” respectively. Nevertheless, the general
allocational patterns between these and the other stands
are not substantively different (app. D), suggesting that
the strategies of canopy trees, which the data overwhelm-
ingly represent, differ little across disturbance gradients.
However, we do expect other aspects, including leaf phys-
iology, wood morphology, and the importance of the un-
derstory stage, to vary between early successional and old-
growth stands.

Unanswered Questions

Much remains to be understood, of course. For example,
real forests are often quite diverse. Our model, like others
that involve light competition (e.g., Tilman 1988; Reynolds
and Pacala 1993; Rees and Bergelson 1997), does not ex-
plain this diversity without invoking exogenous mecha-
nisms (e.g., Tilman and Pacala 1993; Fargione and Tilman
2002; Wright 2002) because it admits no local coexistence
(app. F). We note that without changing our model struc-
ture, the physiological parameters that we currently treat
as constants (e.g., , M, dL, etc.) may also be analyzedA max

as ESSs to reveal the competitive mechanisms that underlie
physiological shifts and, potentially, local coexistence
across gradients under nitrogen and light limitation.

Beyond this, the approach that we have outlined may
be viewed as a special case of a more general model that
will also accommodate and predict ESS traits for open-
canopy conditions and plant growth forms that differ from
those of trees. Unlike other approaches, ours permits
smooth transitions from, for example, desert to grassland
to forest, and holds the promise of a mechanistic under-
standing of the forces that determine the large-scale, re-
peatable patterns in global vegetation (and hence their
mechanistically based response to global change). More
broadly, we believe our formal scaling of individual-level
processes and interactions to their community-, ecosys-
tem-, and evolutionary-level consequences, may, with
modifications, shed light on open questions in ecology for
which the small-scale physiology and large-scale patterns
are understood but for which the link between the two
scales has so far lacked rigor (Givnish 2002).
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Appendix A from R. Dybzinski et al., “Evolutionarily Stable Strategy
Carbon Allocation to Foliage, Wood, and Fine Roots in Trees
Competing for Light and Nitrogen: An Analytically Tractable,
Individual-Based Model and Quantitative Comparisons to Data”
(Am. Nat., vol. 177, no. 2, p. 153)

Equating the Allometric Exponents for Power Laws: Crown Area, Mass, and
Fine Root Investment
Crown Area and Mass

In this section, we demonstrate that the exponent v, which relates individual crown area to stem diameter D, is
approximately 1 less than the exponent b, which relates individual mass to stem diameter (see app. G). The
carbon budget closes and modeled stem diameter growth becomes diameter independent (as observed
empirically) if . Here, we show that this relationship appears to hold empirically. We note that severalb p v � 1
earlier versions of the perfect plasticity approximation (PPA) assume that (Adams et al. 2007; Purves etv p 2
al. 2008; Strigul et al. 2008) and thus do not include it as an explicit parameter. Its true value appears to be
lower than this, however.

Here, we estimate both b and v using published data from forests around the world (Cannell 1982). For stands
that are closed canopy and composed of canopy trees of equal D, we can calculate the average projected crown
area, A(D) if we know the stand density n:

n 1
�1nA(D) p T A (D) ≈ 1 ⇒ A(D) ≈ , (A1)� j njp1

where T is total habitat area. Using the equation for crown area allometry from appendix G, we can fit a linear
model with slope v to data:

1
vln ≈ ln (p 7 a ) � v ln (D). (A2)( )n

If the above assumptions are met, this is an excellent way to estimate v because it assumes no specific geometry
(as elliptical estimates do) and averages over a large number of individuals.

Similarly, we can fit a linear model with slope b to data:

BTln ≈ ln (a) � b ln (D), (A3)( )n

where BT is the total stand mass.
The Cannell data collection contains information on over 1,000 stands, but not all of them have measurements

of diameter at breast height (DBH) or density. Of those that do report DBH, only an average value is given.
Certainly, no stand will be composed solely of individuals with exactly the same DBH, but this ideal will be
closer to reality in even-aged stands. Simulations of the PPA (which can prescribe known values of v and b)
reveal that as even-aged stands mature and the standard deviation of diameter increases even beyond the mean
due to asymmetries, overtopping, and the addition of younger understory cohorts, the measured values of v and b
(using the above equations and the simulated data) remain quite good (actual v: 1.4; measured v: 1.55; actual,

; measured, ).b p 2.4 b p 2.37
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It was our goal to use only monospecific, closed-canopy, even-aged stands from the Cannell data set. We
excluded data from all stands composed of more than one species. We excluded data from stands younger than
30 years, a conservative window to allow canopy closure, and from stands with no recorded age information,
which would suggest that they were perhaps not even aged. That still left 220 stands with information on n and
D with which to estimate v (fig. A1A) and 81 stands with additional information on BT with which to estimate b
(fig. A1B).

We are less concerned with the actual values of the parameters v and b from the Cannell (1982) data set,
which are slightly higher than those used for the numerical work in our model (table A1). Rather, the point is
that (table A1), which justifies our method of reconciling the carbon budget and stem diameter growthv ≈ b � 1
in a way that makes diameter growth independent of diameter, as it appears to be for all stems greater than
approximately 10 cm DBH (J. Lichstein, personal communication).

We choose our values of v and b based on the individual-based mass allometries of Jenkins et al. (2003) and
Lambert et al. (2005). Their values ( for hard maple/oak/hickory/beech species in the United States andb p 2.43

for all hardwood species in Canada, respectively) are based on mass measurements of individual trees,b p 2.37
which are free from the complications of stand-level averaging described above. Given these methodologically
unassailable estimates of b, we back calculate to estimate .v p b � 1 ≈ 1.4

Crown Area and Fine Root Investment
In this section, we demonstrate that the exponent v, which relates individual crown area to stem diameter is
approximately equal to the exponent J, which relates individual fine root investment to stem diameter. There is
very little empirical evidence that relates stem diameter to fine root mass for individual trees in closed-canopy
forests. LeGoff and Ottorini (2001) excavated 16 beech trees of widely varying diameters, carefully measuring
total fine roots and using allometric equations to estimate missing fine root mass from the diameter of broken
coarse roots. The results of this painstaking study suggest an allometric exponent of 2.16 for stem diameter on
individual fine root mass. Chen et al. (2004) compiled literature data that were mostly collected at the stand level
and related them to individual tree diameters. For various types of cool temperate and boreal forests, their
analysis suggests allometric exponents between 1.74 and 2.12 for stem diameter on individual fine root mass.

To our knowledge, no other individual-based fine root estimates for forest trees have been reported. The
exponents of LeGoff and Ottorini (2001) and Chen et al. (2004), which we will call J, are somewhere between
the mean of the exponent that relates stem diameter to crown area ( ) and the mean of the exponent thatv ∼ 1.4
relates stem diameter to mass ( ). We do not know the exact value of v for the forests from which theb ∼ 2.4
authors estimated J; J may be greater than, equal to, or less than their particular values of v. Nevertheless,
restricting the Cannell data set to forests composed of beech (Fagus) yields an estimated v, 2.05 (1.80, 2.29),

, , that encompasses LeGoff and Ottorini’s (2001) measured J value of 2.16 (95% confidence2R p 0.945 n p 20
interval in parentheses). With the exception of broadleaf species, subsets of the Cannell data set are similarly
consistent with Chen et al. (2004): Picea, Chen et al.: 2.12, Cannell: 1.84 (1.39, 2.29), , ;2R p 0.749 n p 26
Pinus, Chen et al.: 1.74, Cannell: 1.66 (1.39, 1.94), , ; Abies, Chen et al.: 1.85, Cannell: 1.772R p 0.772 n p 46
(1.59, 1.94), , ; and broadleaf, Chen et al.: 1.96, Cannell: 1.70 (1.49, 1.91), ,2 2R p 0.966 n p 18 R p 0.749 n p

.52
If J is significantly different from v, then our carbon budgets will be incorrect because root diameter will not

scale with crown area, meaning that as trees get larger, they will have proportionately more or fewer fine roots
per unit crown area than they did when they were smaller. Here, we present a simple mathematical description of
a chronosequence undergoing self-cthinning, where we assume three different values of J, one less than, one
greater than, and one equal to v. Comparing the model output to real chronosequences from the FLUXNET
database (Luyssaert et al. 2007) suggests that the real values of J are indistinguishable from the real values of v.

We begin by arbitrarily assuming that canopy tree diameters grow 0.5 cm per year and that stem diameters are
0 at the beginning of succession (fig. A2A, A2B; this choice has no effect on the interpretation). Individual
crown area grows as the v power of diameter. Because , there is room for fewer and fewer individuals inv 1 1
the canopy as stem diameters increase; that is, each individual takes up a greater fraction of the total canopy
area. This describes the process of self-thinning. We thus determine stand density n(t) by calculating the number
of individuals that can fit in the habitat area, T, given individual crown areas (fig. A2C, A2D):

T T
n(t) p p . (A4)

v vA(D(t)) pa D (t)
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For larger v, fewer individuals can fit for a given stem diameter (cf. fig. A2C, A2D). Next, we calculate the
total fine root mass of the stand by multiplying the total number of individuals by each individual’s predicted
fine root mass, using allometries presented in appendix G:

n

J JQ (D(t)) p n(t)Q (D(t)) p n(t)R pa D (t), (A5)� C, r, j C, r C, r
jp1

where Q is total individual fine root mass (not per area). We arbitrarily choose g m�2 for the modelR p 400C, r

(this choice has no effect on the interpretation). Substituting n(t),

n J Jpa D (t)
Q (D(t)) p TR , (A6)� C, r, j C, r v vpa D (t)jp1

which becomes independent of D(t) and thus t when . Finally, we express fine root mass on a per-areaJ p v

basis by dividing the left-hand side by T. Results from this simple model are shown in figure A2. Their salient
features are the linear increase in stem diameter, the log-log decrease in density that comes as a result of the
thinning process, and the dependence of fine root mass on J relative to v (and not on the absolute value of J).

We compared the model output (fig. A2) to the three successional chronosequences with diameter, density, and
fine root measurements contained in the FLUXNET data set (Luyssaert et al. 2007) described in appendix D:
Andrews Experimental Forest, Cascade Head Experimental Forest, and the University of Michigan Biological
Station. The only other site that had more than three data points with all of these measurements was Metolius
Research Natural Area, which showed markedly more scatter than the other three sites and an increase in stand
density with site age (instead of the decrease expected as a result of self-thinning). It was thus omitted. As in the
model, the data show a linear increase in DBH with stand age (fig. A3A–A3C) and a log-log decrease in density
(fig. A3D–A3F).

Critically, neither fine root net primary productivity (fig. A3G–A3I) nor fine root mass (fig. A3J, A3K) vary
significantly along the chronosequence (and thus not with mean DBH), consistent with the model prediction that

, or nearly so. Tateno et al. (2009) found a similar result in a Cryptomeria japonica plantationJ p v

chronosequence. We take this as the best evidence available that fine root investment scales with stem diameter
just as crown area scales with stem diameter.

Figure A1: Regression to estimate v (A) and b (B) from the Cannell (1982) data set.
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Figure A2: Model (described in text) results for two values of v (the exponent that relates crown area to stem diameter) and
three values of J (the exponent that relates fine root investment to stem diameter). The critical result is that stand-level fine root
mass (E, F) is predicted to be independent of stand age (and hence mean diameter at breast height [DBH]) when , whateverJ p v

the value of v.
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Figure A3: Comparison of aboveground stand characteristics (top two rows) to stand-level fine root net primary productivity
(NPP) and mass (bottom two rows) across three chronosequences (vertically arrayed) in the FLUXNET database (Luyssaert et
al. 2007) described in appendix D. Open circles represent stands dominated by gymnosperms; filled circles represent stands
dominated by angiosperms; Xs represent old-growth stands dominated by gymnosperms and are omitted from statistical fits. As
predicted by the model (fig. A2), fits are mean diameter at breast height: linear; stand density: log-log; fine root NPP: log-log;
and fine root mass: log-log. Solid lines p statistically significant fits; dashed lines p fits that are not significant two-tailed tests
but are significant one-tailed tests; and no lines p nonsignificant fits. Note goofy smiley face in G.
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Appendix B from R. Dybzinski et al., “Evolutionarily Stable Strategy
Carbon Allocation to Foliage, Wood, and Fine Roots in Trees
Competing for Light and Nitrogen: An Analytically Tractable,
Individual-Based Model and Quantitative Comparisons to Data”
(Am. Nat., vol. 177, no. 2, p. 153)

Comparison of Full Carbon Budget Accounting to Simplifications
Here, we compare two methods of carbon accounting for a single tree growing from seed in the understory
through 77 years in the canopy. Both methods keep track of carbon on a monthly basis, ignoring dormant
periods. Given a complement of foliage, the tree fixes carbon and respires, given its light regime. It allocates
carbon for the build of foliage and fine roots, along with fine root respiration, and senesces some fraction of
those organs. At the beginning of the next month, it assesses its foliage and fine root complement. It allocates
carbon to meet its target foliage first, followed by target fine root mass and target fecundity (only ifL R qX, r X, r C

it is in the canopy), with whatever remains going to wood increment.
In the first method, “full,” the tree must allocate carbon to the new annulus of leaves and fine roots that come

with each new increment of wood growth (and hence crown area increment), as real trees must. Moreover, when
it transitions from the understory to the canopy, it must allocate carbon to increase and to and ,L R L RU, r U, r C, r C, r

as real trees must. In contrast, the second method, “simplified,” allows trees to add an annulus of leaves and fine
roots at no cost, and allows trees to increase and to and instantaneously and at no cost whenL R L RU, r U, r C, r C, r

they transition to the canopy. The simplified method is exactly the method used in main text of this article. The
purpose of this appendix is to demonstrate that its simplifications result in only small differences in understory
survivorship and lifetime fecundity.

For both methods, we use , , , and as the target values across an gradient. For the simplified* * * *L L R R NC U C U avail

method, we use values to separate understory from canopy growth. For the full methods, we initially use thisD̃r

same value of , which will be close to correct, and then take the average understory and canopy growth ratesD̃r

to calculate a more accurate value of , using the equation found in appendix G. We then use this second, moreD̃r

accurate, value of to separate understory from canopy growth in the final result. As in the main text, we useD̃r

an understory mortality rate of 0.038 per year. Thus the understory tree has a 96.2% chance of surviving from
one year to the next. We calculate survivorship as 0.962 raised to the number of years spent in the understory.
As in the model presented in the main text, fecundity is proportional to crown area. Thus, a faster-growing tree
will have greater lifetime fecundity than a slower-growing tree, assuming, as we do in this appendix, that they
both die after 77 years in the canopy.

A comparison of understory and canopy growth rates together with their resulting are shown in figure B1.D̃r

Understory growth rates in the full method are always less than in the simplified method because the annulus of
leaves and fine roots that it includes (and the simplified method ignores) is a significant fraction of total crown
volume for small-diameter trees. For the same reason, full method canopy growth rates are always less than
those of the simplified method, though the annulus effect becomes less important for larger trees as the volume
of the annulus becomes a smaller fraction of the total canopy volume. As a result of these shifts in understory
and canopy growth rates, the values of the full method are always lower than they are in the simplifiedD̃r

method (fig. B1C).
Survivorship in the understory (fig. B2A) is similar for both methods across most of the gradient, withNavail

median values for the full method less than 6% different than the values for the simplified method survivorship.
Lifetime fecundity is similar for both methods across most of the gradient (fig. B2C), with median valuesNavail

for the full method less than 15% different from the simplified method lifetime fecundity. The differences in
survivorship and fecundity between the methods are greatest at low and diminish to almost nothing at highNavail
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. Moreover, the two effects work in opposition to diminish their cumulative effect on lifetime reproductiveNavail

success: the full method results in a greater fraction of understory individuals surviving to the canopy but fewer
offspring created once in the canopy. The transition time from to is at most 3 months (fig. B2B),L LU C

suggesting that the simplified method, which assumes that the transition is costless and instantaneous, is a
reasonable approximation for trees that live on the order of 77 years. Overall, we conclude that our simplified
method, which generates precisely the same growth rates as the model presented in the main body of this article,
is a reasonable approximation of that more realistic but less tractable method.

Figure B1: Comparison of simplified and full methods of individual tree carbon budgeting (see app. B text for explanation of
method differences) on growth rates (A, B) and (C). All values are normalized by the simplified method’s values.D̃r
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Figure B2: Comparison of simplified and full methods of individual tree carbon budgeting (see app. B text for explanation of
method differences) on understory survivorship (A), transition time to canopy (B), and lifetime fecundity (C). Except forLC, r

B, all values are normalized by the simplified method’s values.
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Appendix C from R. Dybzinski et al., “Evolutionarily Stable Strategy
Carbon Allocation to Foliage, Wood, and Fine Roots in Trees
Competing for Light and Nitrogen: An Analytically Tractable,
Individual-Based Model and Quantitative Comparisons to Data”
(Am. Nat., vol. 177, no. 2, p. 153)

Open-Canopy Conditions
Depending on the values of , , , , and other parameters, a stable equilibrium monoculture mayR L G NX, x X, x X, x avail

either have an open canopy, with and all individuals in full sun, or a closed canopy, with and˜ ˜Z p 0 Z 1 0r r

individuals germinating in the shade. Strigul et. al. (2008) show that a closed-canopy equilibrium is locally
stable, if it exists, for reasonable parameter values.

: Transition between Open Canopy and Closed CanopyRopen

The transition from equilibrial open-canopy forest to equilibrial closed-canopy forest will occur wherever (orZ̃r

equivalently if we assume the same height-diameter relations among all strategies, as we do in this article) isD̃r

equal to 0 (such that there is no understory stage) and each individual is just able to replace itself in a lifetime
spent in the “canopy,” such that the total crown area exactly fills the habitat; that is, . This transition� A(D) p T
can be found by solving the following expression (derived from eq. [10]) for , assuming an that*R L p Lopen C, r C

is not nitrogen saturated:

vG (R )C, r openvW p 1 p Fpa G(v � 1) , (C1)r v�1mC

where is a function of . When canopy photosynthesis is light saturated (eq. [5]), is a linearlyG R RC, r open open

increasing function of :Navail

* ( v�1)/v[sA � g M(1 � k )]L � q � m cmax L L C C C 1R p , (C2)open
g (1 � k ) � QR R

where

a(v � 1)
�1/vc p [FpG(v � 1)] (C3)1 vpa

and is an increasing function of as given by equation (14). When canopy photosynthesis is dual limited*L NC avail

(eq. [6]), is an increasing but saturating function of :R Nopen avail

0 0A �q FI FI *max C C �kL * ( v�1)/vCs 1 � ln � e � [sq � g M(1 � k )]L � q � m c{ [ ( )] } L L C C C 1k A �q kmax

R p . (C4)open
g (1 � k ) � QR R

For a given , all will form open-canopy stands, whereas all will form closed-canopyN R 1 R R ≤ Ravail C, r open C, r open

stands.
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There Is No Closed-Canopy in Which the Resident Canopy Is Solely Nitrogen Limited*RC

If we attempt to solve the ESS condition (eq. [11]) using the simplified carbon conservation equation (eq. [8])
together with net photosynthesis for a solely light-limited canopy (eq. [5]), we find that

*[sA � g M(1 � k )]Lmax L L C*R p . (C5)C
g (1 � k ) � QR R

But inspection of both this equation and the equation for in the solely nitrogen-limited case (eq. [C2])Ropen

reveals that . Thus, cannot sustain a closed-canopy forest. This derivation is sufficient to show that* *R 1 R RC open C

there can be no ESS closed-canopy forest when the canopy is solely nitrogen limited, but it does not result in a
valid expression for in this case. Our derivations of both and assumed a closed canopy (app. G) and,*R N WC X, x x

as such, are no longer valid in the open-canopy case. A complete analysis of the open-canopy case is beyond the
scope of this article.
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Appendix D from R. Dybzinski et al., “Evolutionarily Stable Strategy
Carbon Allocation to Foliage, Wood, and Fine Roots in Trees
Competing for Light and Nitrogen: An Analytically Tractable,
Individual-Based Model and Quantitative Comparisons to Data”
(Am. Nat., vol. 177, no. 2, p. 153)

Description of Allocation Data Assembled from FLUXNET
FLUXNET Database

The FLUXNET study draws from data that have been collected at a large number of sites ( ) around then 1 400
world where net ecosystem exchange (NEE) of CO2 between the terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere has
been measured extensively and pooled to permit synthesis activities as part of the FLUXNET program
(Baldocchi et al. 2001; Baldocchi and Valentini 2004; Luyssaert et al. 2007). A subset of these sites was
summarized in a database presented by Luyssaert et al. (2007) that compiled component flux data from sites,
wherever available, on annual net primary productivity (NPP) separated by foliage, branch, stem, coarse roots,
and fine roots. The NPP of these components includes growth that was subsequently lost to mortality (e.g.,
litterfall) but is the net of carbon respired in growth and maintenance, such that summing component NPP and
ecosystem respiration should in principle equal the NEE measured by eddy covariance; the closure between
bottom-up and top-down estimates is generally within 5%. Because the Luyssaert database is compiled from a
large number of studies, methods employed to estimate component NPP vary between sites, and not all
components are available for all sites. Nevertheless, the Luyssaert database is incomparable for compiling
estimates of NEE at different hierarchical levels (aboveground NPP, belowground NPP, ecosystem respiration,
herbivory, non-CO2 carbon emission, leaching) and among different sites and years to analyze biotic and abiotic
controls on NEE across ecosystems globally (e.g., Luyssaert et al. 2007).

For the purposes of this article, we include only sites where all components of NPP (foliage, branch, stem,
coarse root, fine root) are reported and where the methodology for measuring each is known ( ).n p 139
Fractional allocation to foliage was calculated as foliage NPP divided by total NPP (foliage � branch � stem �
coarse root � fine root). Fractional allocation to aboveground wood was calculated as branch � stem NPP
divided by total NPP. Fractional allocation to fine root was calculated as fine root NPP divided by total NPP.
Absolute allocation to foliage and fine roots is simply the reported values. Absolute allocation to aboveground
wood is the sum of branch NPP � stem NPP.

Among the usable sites, 40 are dominated by angiosperms (filled circles in figures), and 99 are dominated by
gymnosperms (open circles in figures). The sites are generally located at temperate ( ) and borealn p 88
( ) regions, with few in tropical ( ) and Mediterranean ( ) regions. Figure D1 breaks then p 45 n p 5 n p 1
fractional NPP figures of the main text by temperate and boreal stands, revealing that, apart from the lower
absolute total NPP of the boreal sites, the general patterns are shared by both. The sites were given a variety of
codes to characterize management of the stands; most stands were managed forests ( ), many were naturaln p 62
forests ( ), some were categorized as recently disturbed ( ), a small number were given fertilizer orn p 34 n p 24
irrigation ( ), and for some no information was available ( ). Figure D2 classifies the fractional NPPn p 9 n p 10
figures of the main text by management status, revealing that the general patterns are shared by them all.

A range of techniques were employed to measure fine root NPP, including “higher-quality” measurements of
biomass and in situ turnover using minirhizotrons or root windows ( ), “modest-quality” techniques suchn p 56
as biomass with an assumed turnover rate ( ) or root ingrowth techniques ( ), and “lower-quality”n p 45 n p 5
techniques based on sequential coring ( ). Some sites used techniques for fine root growth that weren p 27
ambiguous from the study text ( ), which we conservatively lump with the “lower-quality” techniques.n p 6
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Figure D3 classifies the fractional NPP figures of the main text by fine root NPP measurement technique,
revealing that the general patterns are recovered using any of these methods. The vast majority of studies to
estimate coarse root NPP were derived from allometric considerations ( ), with the remaining sitesn p 104
deriving coarse root NPP from biomass and in situ turnover observations ( ), ingrowth techniquesn p 10
( ), and sequential coring ( ), as well as from some sites with ambiguous methodology ( ).n p 4 n p 18 n p 5
Readers are encouraged to refer to Luyssaert et al. (2007) for more detail on the methods used to compile the
data hierarchically, as well as for citations to the original data comprising the database.

To the FLUXNET data, we added 13 additional data points originally collected by Santantonio (1989) for
exactly the same analysis performed here. All 13 stands are dominated by gymnosperms in temperate latitudes.
Given their vintage, estimates of fine root NPP were likely done with a sequential coring technique, which is
what we assume here.

Figure D1: Relations between the net primary productivity (NPP) allocated to foliage, fine roots, and aboveground wood separated
by boreal forest (blue) and temperate forest (green). Circles represent data from the publicly available FLUXNET database
(Luyssaert et al. 2007) and Xs represent data from Santantonio (1989). Stands represented by open circles or Xs are dominated
by gymnosperms, whereas those represented by filled circles are dominated by angiosperms.
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Figure D2: Relations between the net primary productivity (NPP) allocated to foliage, fine roots, and aboveground wood separated
by the management status of stands: red p managed; green p unmanaged; blue p recently disturbed; black p other. Circles
represent data from the publicly available FLUXNET database (Luyssaert et al. 2007) and Xs represent data from Santantonio
(1989). Stands represented by open circles or Xs are dominated by gymnosperms, whereas those represented by filled circles
are dominated by angiosperms.
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Figure D3: Relations between the fraction of net primary productivity (NPP) allocated to foliage, fine roots, and aboveground
wood separated by method of estimating fine root NPP: green p higher quality; orange p modest quality; red p low quality
(see text for details). Circles represent data from the publicly available FLUXNET database (Luyssaert et al. 2007) and Xs
represent data from Santantonio (1989). Stands represented by open circles or Xs are dominated by gymnosperms, whereas those
represented by filled circles are dominated by angiosperms.
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Appendix E from R. Dybzinski et al., “Evolutionarily Stable Strategy
Carbon Allocation to Foliage, Wood, and Fine Roots in Trees
Competing for Light and Nitrogen: An Analytically Tractable,
Individual-Based Model and Quantitative Comparisons to Data”
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Parameter Value Sources and Derivations
We assign values to our parameters for the purposes of creating figures and comparing our model predictions to
data. We report the sources and derivations of those values here.

Table E1. Parameter value sources and derivations

Symbol Value Units Description Source

Allometric equations:
a .1 m2/v cm Power law coefficient relating D to A Purves et al. 2008, their appendix A1; values estimated from

Forest Inventory Analysis data for forests in the Great
Lakes states region of the United States; approximate val-
ues for Acer rubrum across all soil types

v 1.4 None Power law exponent relating D to A; calculated as one less than the
value of b (see app. A)

J 1.4 None Power law exponent relating D to ; calculated as one less than theRX,x

value of b (see app. A)
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Table E1 (Continued)

Symbol Value Units Description Source

a 81.5 gcarbon cm�(v � 1) Power law coefficient relating D to B. Jenkins et al. estimated the power
law relationship between DBH and aboveground biomass for North
American tree species. Taking the mean value for “hard maple/oak/
hickory/beech” (their table 4) and converting to unexponentiated form
and grams gives 133.6 gbiomass cm�(v � 1). Because we are also inter-
ested in including structural belowground biomass in our model, we
use results from White et al. for deciduous broadleaf forests: above-
ground wood represents .78 of total wood production. Thus, we mul-
tiply Jenkins et al.’s value by and divide by 21 � (1 � .78) p 1.22
to approximate grams carbon (instead of biomass) in coarse roots,
root crowns, stems, and branches.

Jenkins et al. 2003; White et al. 2000, sec. A.2.4

b 2.4 None Power law exponent relating D to B Jenkins et al. 2003, “hard maple/oak/hickory/beech,” their ta-
ble 4

h 3.58 m cm�b Power law coefficient relating D to H Purves et al. 2008, their appendix A1; values estimated from
Forest Inventory Analysis data for forests in the Great
Lakes states region of the United States; approximate val-
ues for A. rubrum across all soil types

b .5 None Power law exponent relating D to H Purves et al. 2008, their appendix A1; values estimated from
Forest Inventory Analysis data for forests in the Great
Lakes states region of the United States; approximate val-
ues for A. rubrum across all soil types

Nitrogen:
r .5 None Fraction of total plant nitrogen uptake allocated to leaves; nitrogen lost

in leaf litter (3.36 g m�2 year�1) plus nitrogen lost in leaf leaching
(.99 g m�2 year�1) divided by total plant uptake (8.82 g m�2 year�1)
≈ .5

From Whittaker et al. 1979, their table 5

dL 1.595 gN m�2 Nitrogen per unit leaf area; average value for trees that are from the
temperate forest biome, deciduous, broadleaf, and non-N-fixing

Average value taken from GLOPNET database; Wright et al.
2004

f .5 None Fraction of nitrogen lost from senesced foliage; roughly half of nitrogen
is lost from senescing leaves

gL 1 year�1 Foliage turnover; we model deciduous trees
Light and photosynthesis:

Amax
�59.9 # 10 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1 Maximum net carbon assimilation rate (see fig. 2); average value for A.

rubrum
Average value taken from GLOPNET database; Wright et al.

2004
q �69.9 # 10 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1 Dark respiration rate (see fig. 2); one-tenth , the approximate rela-Amax

tionship between q and Amax for trees in the GLOPNET database
GLOPNET database; Wright et al. 2004

F �43.27 # 10 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1

PAR�1 PAR0

Quantum yield of light-limited net photosynthesis (see fig. 2); calculated
from and q assuming leaves become light limited at one-thirdAmax

full sunlight

Barbour et al. 1987, p. 426, “sun adapted leaves of C3
plants”
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Table E1 (Continued)

Symbol Value Units Description Source

s 62.26 # 10 s year�1 Scale conversion between measured (s�1) and yearly net photosynthesis.
Because a “bottom-up” approach would be subject to too many multi-
plicative errors and poorly understood factors, we take a “top-down”
approach to calculate s. Assuming a nitrogen-rich temperate forest has
a total (aboveground � belowground) NPP ∼825 gcarbon m�2 year�1,
we use the expression in the main text for dual limited net carbon
gain (EC, r) together with the values in this table for k, , , q, F,0I AC max

and an assumed LAI of 6 to solve for s.
k .5 LAI�1 Light extinction coefficient per crown depth White et al. 2000, sec. A.7.2
z .75 None Scales k and in Beer’s law light extinction to calculate ; estimated0L IC,r U

value arrived at by comparing understory growth rates to those of
Purves et al.

Purves et al. 2008

Carbon:
M 28 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 Leaf carbon per area. The average LMA for trees that are from the tem-

perate forest biome and are deciduous, broadleaved, and non-N-fixing
is 37.4; because these are sun leaves, we estimate shade leaves as
half this value; we take the average of the sun leaf value and the
shade leaf value

Average LMA from GLOPNET database; Wright et al. 2004

kL .25 None Foliage construction respiration, expressed as a fraction of leaf carbon Ryan 1991
gR .3 year�1 Fine root turnover. Fine root turnover is notoriously difficult to measure;

a value of .3 is not unreasonable and, together with Q, generates real-
istic standing fine root biomass

kR .25 None Fine root construction respiration, expressed as a fraction of fine root
carbon

Ryan 1991

Q .35 gcarbon gcarbon
�1 year�1 Fine root respiration rate. Estimates of fine root respiration are scarce

even on short timescales, let alone extrapolated to an entire growing
season; we use a value of .35, which seems reasonable and generates
standing fine root biomass, which also seems reasonable

qC 34.6, 0 gcarbon m�2 year�1 Carbon cost of producing seeds; 0 for understory individuals; Whittaker
et al. report NPP of fecundity as ∼17.3 gcarbon m�2 year�1, which we
double to approximately account for the respiration of the reproduc-
tive structures

Whittaker et al. 1974

L .78 None Fraction aboveground of the carbon allocated to wood White et al. 2000, sec. A.2.4 for deciduous broadleaf forests
Perfect plasticity approximation:

mX .013, .038 year�1 Mortality rate for canopy and understory, respectively Purves et al. 2008, their appendix A1; values estimated from
Forest Inventory Analysis data for forests in the Great
Lakes states region of the United States; mean values for
angiosperms on mesic soils

F .01 individuals m�2 year�1 Germinants produced per unit canopy area per time Purves et al. 2008, their appendix A1; values estimated from
Forest Inventory Analysis data for forests in the Great
Lakes states region of the United States

Note: DBH p diameter at breast height; PAR p photosynthetically active radiation; NPP p net primary productivity; LAI p leaf area per ground area of an individual; LMA p leaf mass per area.
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Appendix F from R. Dybzinski et al., “Evolutionarily Stable Strategy
Carbon Allocation to Foliage, Wood, and Fine Roots in Trees
Competing for Light and Nitrogen: An Analytically Tractable,
Individual-Based Model and Quantitative Comparisons to Data”
(Am. Nat., vol. 177, no. 2, p. 153)

Graphical Global Adaptive Dynamics Analyses
The evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) calculations presented in the main text find singular strategies that
cannot be invaded by nearby strategies. However, it is possible that these singular strategies might be invasible
by very different strategies or may be unattainable by successive invasions from some starting conditions. Here,
we plot pairwise invasibility for fine root allocation to determine whether the ESSs calculated in the main text
are global (i.e., uninvasible not just by nearby strategies but by any strategy) and convergent stable (i.e.,
attainable by successive invasion from any starting resident strategy). That the ESS allocation to foliage is both
global and convergence stable follows as a consequence of its optimality (see “Result 5” in app. G).

We created pairwise invasibility plots of fine root allocation by allowing all possible invader strategies to
invade all possible resident strategies, highlighting those combinations that yield successful invasion. We
calculated the canopy pairwise invasibility assuming the understory individuals of both resident and invader
played the best strategy for the conditions created by the resident. We calculated the understory pairwise
invasibility assuming the canopy individuals of both resident and invader played the ESS.

The pairwise invasibility plots reveal that the ESS fine root allocation strategies presented in the main text are
both global and convergent stable (fig. F1). Neither canopy nor understory fine root allocation strategies reveal
possibilities for coexistence, either involving ESSs or off-ESSs. Understory ESSs will invade any non-ESS. In
contrast, the canopy strategies reveal many pairwise interactions that are founder controlled, including those that
involve the ESS. A full discussion of the model’s founder control is beyond the scope of this article, but we
briefly note that there is an “ideal” invasion fine root allocation strategy for any given resident strategy (except
the ESS). That ideal invasion strategy maximizes carbon capture in the environment created by the resident. For
residents that have a fine root allocation strategy below the ESS, the ideal invasion fine root strategy is greater
than the resident’s but not too much greater: at some point, greater invader fine root mass is no longer
advantageous, as the benefits have saturated (due to self-shading) but the costs keep increasing. Parallel
reasoning explains founder control involving resident fine root allocation strategies that are above the ESS.

However, we note that any off-ESS may be invaded by a sufficiently similar strategy, providing a path of
successive invasions from any off-ESS to the ESS (i.e., the ESS is convergent stable).
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Figure F1: Pairwise invasibility plots of canopy (A–D) and understory (E–H) fine root allocation. Black areas reveal areas
where the invading strategy (Y-axis) cannot successfully invade the resident strategy (X-axis); green areas (with “�” where space
permits) show where the invasion is successful, and gray indicates strategies that do not generate equilibrial closed-canopy forest.
The analysis found areas of founder control but no areas of coexistence. The evolutionarily stable strategy is indicated by an
arrow. The inset in D reveals the ESS in higher resolution (“zooming in” always shows the same qualitative shape as in, e.g.,
C).
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Appendix G from R. Dybzinski et al., “Evolutionarily Stable Strategy
Carbon Allocation to Foliage, Wood, and Fine Roots in Trees
Competing for Light and Nitrogen: An Analytically Tractable,
Individual-Based Model and Quantitative Comparisons to Data”
(Am. Nat., vol. 177, no. 2, p. 153)

Full Model Derivation and Description and Derivation of Analytical Results
Model Overview

Figure 1 in the main text provides a conceptual depiction of our model. In it, individuals in either a canopy
stage or an understory stage compete for nitrogen as a function of their fine root mass. We assume an old-
growth monoculture of resident individuals and invader individuals of negligible population density. Because of
stoichiometric constraints on the construction of foliage, better competitors for nitrogen are able to build more
foliage and worse competitors for nitrogen are able to build less foliage. Given a complement of foliage,
individuals photosynthesize. At the top of the canopy, leaves photosynthesize at the maximum rate, but that rate
diminishes in lower leaves due to self-shading. In addition to self-shading, the photosynthesis of understory
individuals is reduced by the shade of the canopy individuals above them. Individuals allocate fixed carbon to
support foliage, fine roots, and, if they are in the canopy, reproductive structures. Whatever carbon remains is
allocated to structural wood (branches, stem, and coarse roots), which determines stem diameter growth rate, and,
via allometry, height growth rate.

By reasonable approximation, our model predicts two diameter-independent growth rates, one for the canopy
and another for the understory (see below for details), which are directly used in the perfect plasticity
approximation (PPA) macroscopic equations (Strigul et al. 2008). The PPA scales the individual-level ecology to
the community level, where we use adaptive dynamics (McGill and Brown 2007) to determine the most
competitive allocations to foliage, wood, and fine roots for a given nitrogen availability. We use the term
“strategy” to refer to a particular suite of such allocations. All other resources, including water and phosphorus,
are assumed to be nonlimiting regardless of allocation.

We use the terms “nitrogen limited,” “light limited,” and “dual limited” to reflect their empirical
interpretations, where adding nitrogen, light, or either nitrogen or light would increase growth rates, respectively.
To be clear, a “dual-limited” individual would benefit from the addition of nitrogen by itself, light by itself, or
both together. We use the term “dual limited” and not “colimited” to remain uncommitted as to whether the
addition of both nitrogen and light would result in interactive or (merely) additive effects, only the former of
which is currently defined as “colimitation” (Harpole and Goldstein 2007).

Nomenclature for Parameters and Subscripts

Table G1 lists all model parameters and variables along with the values used to produce figures. Wherever
appropriate, the subscript X is a placeholder and indicates that canopy individuals (subscript C) may have a
different value (e.g., ) than understory individuals (subscript U; e.g., ). The subscript x is also aR RC, x U, x

placeholder and indicates that a resident value (subscript r; e.g., ) may differ from an invader value (subscriptRX, r

m; e.g., ). Together, we write, for example, when we specifically refer to the variable R for residentR RX, m C, r

individuals (r) in the canopy stage (C). In contrast, we write when we generically refer to the variable R forRX, x

either invaders or residents (x) of either the canopy or understory stages (X). To determine the adaptive
dynamics of the system, we assume the resident dominates the habitat and that the population size of the invader
is negligible. Thus, the resident affects the invader by setting resource availabilities, but the invader does not
affect the resident. Evolutionarily stable strategies (ESSs) have asterisks (e.g., ).*RX
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Tree Allometry

All trees share a “toolkit” of organs: leaves to fix carbon, fine roots to capture nutrients and water (either alone
or via symbionts), wood to connect and support leaves and fine roots, and reproductive structures. Foresters have
successfully described the size of these organs for individuals as functions of stem diameter at breast height (D;
e.g., Le Goff and Ottorini 2001; Lambert et al. 2005), and we do as well:

v vA(D) p pa D ,

v JQ (D) p R pa D ,X, x X, x

bB(D) p aD , (G1)

bZ(D) p hD ,

where is projected crown area, is living fine root carbon, is wood carbon, and isA(D) Q (D) B(D) Z(D)X, x

height. The remaining parameters scale the relationships. A virtue of our approach with respect to projected
crown area is that we are not committed to any particular geometry, consistent with the variable crown shapes
that canopy trees assume when assembled in a closed canopy. Using forestry data, we show in appendix A that

v ≈ J ≈ b � 1. (G2)

As in earlier versions of the PPA (Strigul et al. 2008), we assume that fecundity is proportional to A(D) for
canopy individuals and 0 for understory individuals.

Nitrogen and Light Availability

The purpose of our model is to understand the community dynamics of nitrogen-limited forests, which play out
at timescales of decades to centuries and during which total system nitrogen is approximately constant (Bond-
Lamberty et al. 2006), with relatively small inputs balanced by comparable losses (Menge et al. 2009).
Consequently, total nitrogen, NT, is effectively conserved within the system:

N { N � N � N � N , (G3)T P M H L

where the nitrogen pools, N, are subscripted for plant (P), soil mineral (M), high-quality organic soil (H), and
low-quality organic soil (L).

In the short term, nitrogen availability to plants is determined by the size of the nitrogen pool that is bound to
organic molecules (the “organic pool”) and the rate at which microbes mineralize that organic pool to plant-
available forms (net after microbial immobilization). In addition to temperature and moisture, plant litter quality
determines the rate at which microbes can mineralize organic nitrogen. Although the range of plant litter quality
forms a continuum from slowly decomposed to quickly decomposed, values of particular compounds across this
range are bimodally distributed. Cellulose, lignin, tannins, and materials rich in secondary compounds decompose
relatively slowly; amino acids, phenols, and simple carbohydrates decompose relatively quickly (Plante and
Parton 2007). It is for this reason that we separate the soil organic pool into NL and NH, with associated
decomposition rates dL and dH (Berndt 2008). Moreover, in a nitrogen-limited system, plant uptake of soil
mineral nitrogen is orders of magnitude faster (minutes to days) than turnover times in the plant and organic soil
pools (months to decades), and thus can be approximated as instantaneous. As a result, the standing pool of
mineral nitrogen, NM, is approximately 0 relative to the other pools:

N ≈ N � N � N . (G4)T P H L

We define the following system, where nitrogen cycles between NH and NP and between NL and NP, and NP loses
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nitrogen at rate g via senescence, mortality, and disturbance, with fraction w returning to NH and fraction 1 � w

returning to NL:

dNP p d N � d N � gN , (G5)H H L L Pdt

dNH p � d N � wgN , (G6)H H Pdt

dNL p � d N � (1 � w)gN . (G7)L L Pdt

It is because we assume that plants take up all mineralized nitrogen that dH and dL appear as uptake rates in
equation (G5).

At equilibrium,

d d d d d dL H L H L HN̂ p N � � , (G8)P T 2 2[ ]Zw(1 � w)g w(1 � w)g (1 � w)g wg

d d d d dL L H L HN̂ p N � � , (G9)H T 2[ ]Z(1 � w)g w(1 � w)g (1 � w)g wg

d d d d dH L H L HN̂ p N � � . (G10)L T 2[ ]Zwg w(1 � w)g (1 � w)g wg

The equations for , , and describe the concentration of nitrogen residing in each of the three pools atˆ ˆ ˆN N NP H L

equilibrium and sum to . From a plant’s perspective, the equilibrial nitrogen mineralization rate (net afterNT

microbial immobilization), , is the sum of the rates from the slow and fast pools:Navail

ˆ ˆN p d N � d N . (G11)avail H H L L

Because dL is smaller than both dH and g, and is frequently much smaller (e.g., Alvarez-Sanchez and Enriquez
1996), we can approximate using a Taylor series, expanding around :N N d ≈ 0avail avail L

dLN ≈ N . (G12)avail T1 � w

Here we have derived an approximation of for a monoculture at equilibrium that depends only on totalNavail

nitrogen in the system, the decomposition rate of low-quality soil organic material, and the fractional
composition of litter in terms of high and low quality. The importance of these three terms is based on the fact
that a given nitrogen molecule will spend only a relatively brief time in and before returning to for aN N NP H L

relatively long time. Thus, dL directly controls the fate of nitrogen molecules in the very large slow pool itself
and indirectly controls the sizes of and by controlling how much nitrogen is in “circulation” outside of .ˆ ˆ ˆN N NP H L

Equation (G12) greatly simplifies our equilibrial forest model without seriously compromising its realism by
allowing us to replace a dynamical nitrogen cycling model with just one value. The approximation retains the
parts of the cycle that have large effects on the results, while omitting features that greatly complicate the
analysis despite their small impacts. The analysis of our model spans a gradient in that, given the physicalNavail

and physiological constraints on the ranges of possible values for dL and w, is perhaps best thought of as arising
from a gradient in . Such gradients abound (Post et al. 1985) and are the legacies of processes at largeNT

timescales (Menge et al. 2009).
Light is a directional resource that creates fundamentally different competitive interactions than those of soil

resources (Weiner 1990; Dybzinski and Tilman 2007). Taller individuals receive more light than individuals
below them. Within an individual, higher leaves receive more light than lower leaves. Our model deals with both
the between- and within-individual asymmetries explicitly using Beer’s law light extinction through crowns of
leaf area index . Note that in contrast to empirical measures of LAI, which are made at the ecosystem level,LX, x

we define LAI at the individual level as the total one-sided leaf area of an individual divided by its projected
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crown area. However, our definition of LAI for canopy individuals will closely accord with empirical
measurements in closed-canopy forests where total projected crown area and/or LAI of understory individuals is
small.

If is the light intensity at the top of the canopy, is the uniform canopy LAI in a monoculture, and k is0I LC C, r

the light extinction coefficient, then the light intensity of a canopy individual’s lowest leaves is

bottom 0 �kLC,xI p I e , (G13)C, x C

the light intensity at the top of the understory is

0 0 �kL zC,rI p I e , (G14)U C

and the light intensity of an understory individual’s lowest leaves is

bottom 0 �kLU,xI p I e . (G15)U, x U

The parameter z is between 0 and 1 and scales and/or k to phenomenologically account for both small-LC, r

scale disturbance mechanisms (e.g., single tree fall gaps, branch breakage) and wind-driven canopy crown
movements (synchronous within individuals but asynchronous among individuals) that can cause understory light
intensities to exceed those of the lowest canopy leaves. We include within-individual light extinction in our
calculations of photosynthesis in the next section.

Nitrogen and Carbon Capture via Root Competition and Photosynthesis

Root competition is a complex and incompletely understood phenomenon (Schenk 2006). Nevertheless, a few
things are clear. The rate-limiting step in nitrogen uptake in most natural systems is diffusion through the soil
(Chapin 1980; Raynaud and Leadley 2004; Craine et al. 2005; Lambers et al. 2008), suggesting that despite
important differences in root physiology and morphology (Eissenstat 1997; Eissenstat and Yanai 1997), to a first
approximation, fine root mass is the greatest determinant of uptake rate and thus competitive ability (Casper and
Jackson 1997; Raynaud and Leadley 2004; Lambers et al. 2008). We parameterize fine root mass, , in unitsRX, x

of living fine root carbon per crown area, which is positively correlated with the strength of the nitrogen
diffusion gradient (Casper and Jackson 1997). We recognize that mycorrhizal associations have the potential to
change both nitrogen diffusion gradients and the “exchange rate” of nitrogen acquired per carbon expended, but
this important area of ecology is not yet well enough quantified to allow us to incorporate it into our model.

As in earlier models of mean field competition for belowground resources (e.g., Tilman 1988; Reynolds and
Pacala 1993; Rees and Bergelson 1997), we assume that the roots of competing plants overlap completely and
are uniformly distributed throughout the soil. There are compelling game theoretic reasons to expect plant roots
to overlap (e.g., O’Brien et al. 2007), and harvests and tracer studies have demonstrated that the roots of tree
species extend well past the drip line (Gilman 1988; Stone and Kalisz 1991; Casper et al. 2003) and are
extensively commingled (Gottlicher et al. 2008). We assume that, at minimum, nitrogen-limited plants in closed-
canopy forests will possess enough fine root density so that no mineral nitrogen is leached from the system when
they are active (i.e., that they can, at minimum, “outcompete gravity”). Consistent with this assumption, studies
of unpolluted temperate forests show very low levels of leached mineral nitrogen (e.g., Hedin et al. 1995).

Assuming the same physiology and morphology among strategies (as we do here), the total nitrogen captured
by an individual j of stage X and strategy x per unit time, , is simply equal to its share (numerator) of theKX, x, j

total stand fine root mass (denominator) multiplied by the total amount of nitrogen available per unit time
(Berendse and Elberse 1990):

Q (D )X, x, j jK p N T, (G16)n n n nX, x, j availC,m C,r U,m U,r� Q (D ) � � Q (D ) � � Q (D ) � � Q (D )C, m i C, r i U, m i U, r i
ip1 ip1 ip1 ip1

where Dj is the stem diameter of individual j, T is the total habitat area, i indexes individuals, and countsnX, x

individuals. Note that equation (G16) is the result of competition for nitrogen; mineralized nitrogen is divided
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among the plants in proportion to their relative fine root mass. Given the allometry of fine root mass (eqq. [G1],
[G2]), dividing both sides by crown area yields , nitrogen uptake on a per crown area basis:NX, x

RX, xN p N T, (G17)n n n nX, x availC,m C,r U,m U,r

R � A(D ) � R � A(D ) � R � A(D ) � R � A(D )C, m i C, r i U, m i U, r i
ip1 ip1 ip1 ip1

In anticipation of the adaptive dynamics problems that follow, we assume that strategy r is common and strategy
m is rare. This means that

n n n nC,m U,m C,r U, r

A(D ) � A(D ) K A(D ) � A(D ). (G18)� � � �i i i i
ip1 ip1 ip1 ip1

If we further assume that the sum of the canopy crown areas is equal to the total habitat area (i.e., the canopy is
closed),

nC,r

A(D ) ≈ T, (G19)� i
ip1

and that the total fine root contribution of understory individuals is small relative to the canopy (Le Goff and
Ottorini 2001),

n nU,r C, r

R A(D ) K R A(D ), (G20)� �U, r i C, r i
ip1 ip1

then nitrogen uptake per projected crown area (eq. [G17]) may be approximated as

RX, xN ≈ N . (G21)X, x availRC, r

Note that equation (G21) can be used to calculate the per crown area nitrogen uptake of either understory or
canopy individuals of either the resident or invader strategies by substituting X with either U or C and x with
either r or m.

Annual carbon gain of an individual is determined by the light at the top of its crown, the light extinction
through its crown, the relationship between light and photosynthesis, and the duration of the growing season. As
shown in figure 2 in the main text, we use a simplified model of photosynthesis in which is a leaf’sAmax

maximum rate of net carbon fixation per area (gross carbon capture minus leaf maintenance respiration) under
light saturation, q is the leaf respiration rate, and F is the quantum yield. Note that empirically, greater Amax

typically comes at the expense of proportionately greater q, though for the sake of generality we do not
explicitly model that relationship here. To convert to a yearly timescale, net carbon gain is multiplied by s,
which will be positively correlated with growing season length and negatively correlated with factors that
decrease annual carbon capture, such as water limitation. Annual net photosynthesis measured on a per crown
area basis, , is the integral of photosynthesis through an individual’s crown (i.e., for all layers from the topEX, x

of the crown to ), assuming Beer’s law light extinction due to self-shading, multiplied by s.LX, x

There are three distinct cases, depending on whether portions of are light saturated, partly light saturatedLX, x

and partly light limited, or solely light limited. The light intensity at which a leaf transitions from light saturated
to light limited is (fig. 2 in the main text). In case 1, the entire is light saturated, suchĨ p (A � q)/F Lmax X, x

that and :0 bottom˜ ˜I 1 I I ≥ IX X, x

LX,x 
E p s A dy p sA L . (G22)X, x � max max X, x 

 0

In the case 2, part of the is light saturated and part is light limited, such that and . Here,0 bottom˜ ˜L I 1 I I ! IX, x X X, x

we must define and solve for , the leaf layer at which light saturation switches to light limitation:L̃X

0A � q 1 FI˜max X0 �kL ˜Xp I e ⇒ L p ln . (G23)X X ( )F k A � qmax
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Its value will be the same for invaders and residents, which is why no x subscript appears. With this, we can
calculate :EX, x

L̃ LX X,x 
0 �kyE p s A dy� (FI e � q)dyX, x � max � X 

˜ 0 LX

0 0A � q FI FImax X X �kLX,xp s 1 � ln � e � qL . (G24)X, x{ [ ( )] }k A � q kmax

In the third and final case, all of the is light limited, such that :0 ˜L I ! IX, x X

LX,x 
0FIX0 �ky �kLX,xE p s (FI e � q)dy p s (1 � e ) � qL . (G25)X, x � X X, x[ ]  k

 0

We note that in our treatment, we always assume that , and thus canopy trees are never in case 3. In0 ˜I 1 IC

contrast, because light at the top of understory individuals is reduced by the canopy’s shade, understory
individuals are often in case 2 or 3.

Nitrogen and Carbon Allocation

Because leaves contain the nitrogen-demanding enzyme rubisco used to fix carbon, nitrogen concentration is
clearly related to function (e.g., maximum photosynthetic rate; Evans 1989). Moreover, leaves represent the
dominant nitrogen demand in trees and have higher nitrogen concentrations than any other organ (Whittaker et
al. 1979; Reich et al. 2008). Trees respond to increased nitrogen primarily through increases in leaf number, and
only secondarily through increases in leaf nitrogen concentration (Chapin 1980; Farquhar et al. 2002). The role
of nitrogen in fine roots and living wood is less clear; certainly some of the nitrogen is used to maintain basic
cell metabolism and ion gradients; some may be used to process compounds for use in the leaves and elsewhere;
and some may be in transit. Because diffusion through the soil, not transport across the fine root cell membrane,
is the rate-limiting step in nitrogen-limited systems (Chapin 1980; Raynaud and Leadley 2004; Lambers et al.
2008), the total amount of nitrogen used for the transport machinery need not scale with fine root system size
and a simple consideration of kinetics would suggest that higher fine root nitrogen concentrations should
decrease nitrogen uptake rates per root (Bloom et al. 1985).

For the purposes of this model, we sidestep these important but poorly understood relationships by focusing
only on the fraction of total nitrogen uptake that is committed to leaves, with the remainder going to an
unspecified black box of fine roots, living wood, reproductive structures, and symbionts. We impose a
stoichiometric constraint on an individual’s ability to build LAI:

N rX, xL ≤ , (G26)X, x
d g fL L

where nitrogen uptake per projected crown area, , is defined by equation (G21), r is the fraction of nitrogenNX, x

taken up that is allocated to foliage; dL is the nitrogen concentration of leaves per unit area (although this value
is clearly different for sun leaves and shade leaves even within the same individual, we assume for simplicity no
change in dL); f is the fraction of nitrogen lost from senesced foliage; and gL is leaf turnover.
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Fixed carbon is allocated to plant organs and the growth of those organs:

A(D)E p A(D)(1 � k )g MLX, x L L X, x

� A(D)[(1 � k )g � Q]RR R X, x

dA(D)
� (1 � k )MLL X, xdt

dA(D)
� (1 � k )RR X, xdt

dLX, x� A(D)(1 � k )M (G27)L dt

dRX, x� A(D)(1 � k )R dt

� A(D)qC

dB(D)
� ,

dt

where is projected crown area as a function of stem diameter, is the net photosynthetic rate (eqq.A(D) EX, x

[G22], [G24], [G25]), gL is leaf turnover, M is leaf carbon per one-sided leaf area, kL is the respiratory cost of
building leaves, gR is fine root turnover, kR is the respiratory cost of building fine roots, Q is the maintenance
respiration rate of fine roots, qC is the annual build and maintenance cost of fecundity per projected crown area,
and is wood mass as a function of stem diameter. The equation does not include foliage maintenanceB(D)
respiration, as this is already subsumed in the calculation of net photosynthetic rate. The first two terms on the
right-hand side (RHS) describe the carbon costs of existing foliage and fine roots. The third and fourth terms
describe the costs incurred by an expanding annulus of new growth. The fifth and sixth terms describe the costs
incurred by changing per projected crown area foliage and fine root investments. The seventh term describes the
cost of fecundity. The final term describes the change in wood mass, which includes stems, branches, and twigs
aboveground and coarse roots of all sizes belowground. We assume negligible wood turnover and respiration.

We show in appendix B that terms associated with a new annulus of growth and changed per crown area LX, x

and are small and do not impact the implications of the model. Thus, this conservation equation may beRX, x

greatly simplified and reordered,

1 dB(D)
p E � (1 � k )g ML � [(1 � k )g � Q]R � q , (G28)X, x L L X, x R R X, x CA(D) dt

to emphasize that carbon allocated to wood increment (left-hand side) is defined by what remains from net
photosynthesis (RHS, first term) after allocating to foliage construction (RHS, second term), fine root
construction and respiration (RHS, third term), and reproductive structure construction and respiration (RHS,
fourth term). Wythers et al. (2005) developed an ecosystem model that allocates carbon in this manner and
showed that it accurately predicted both short-term carbon fluxes and long-term forest production of well-
measured forests. We can convert equation (G28) into stem diameter growth rate, , using theG { dD/dtX, x

allometric equations (eqq. [G1], [G2]):

dB(D) dB(D) dD dD
vp p (v � 1)aD , (G29)

dt dD dt dt

and thus,

G ≈ g{E � (1 � k )g ML � [(1 � k )g � Q]R � q }, (G30)X, x X, x L L X, x R R X, x C

where
vpa

g p . (G31)
(v � 1)a
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Notice that as a consequence of the allometric equations that we use (eqq. [G1], [G2]) and justify in appendix
A, stem diameter growth rates are constant and independent of D, provided that and are constant.0G L IX, x X, x X

Different strategies will have different because they have different , , and .G L E RX, x X, x X, x X, x

By omitting carbon consumed by respiration, our simplified carbon allocation equation (eq. [G30]) lends itself
to comparison with empirical net primary productivity (NPP) measurements:

NPP { g ML ,foliage L X, x

NPP { G /g,wood X, x

NPP { g R , (G32)fine root R X, x

NPP p L 7 NPPaboveground wood wood

NPP p (1 � L) 7 NPP ,belowground wood wood

where L is the fraction of wood allocated aboveground. Note that all five values are expressed in common units
(gcarbon m�2 year�1 for our parameterization; table G1). Relative NPP of any component is found by dividing it by
the sum of NPPfoliage, NPPwood, and NPPfine root.

Stem Growth Rate and the Perfect Plasticity Approximation of Height-Structured
Competition

To understand the concept underlying the PPA, it is useful to first consider a forest simulator such as SORTIE
(Pacala et al. 1996; Strigul et al. 2008), in which each simulated tree situates its crown symmetrically above its
perfectly vertical stem. In SORTIE, the crowns of neighbors may interdigitate, and a tree that is half shaded and
half exposed will build leaves equally in both regions. Neither phenomenon is observed in real forests because
real trees proliferate branches in empty space, maintain growth toward empty space and away from neighbors,
and drop branches that become overtopped (Putz et al. 1984; Purves et al. 2007). As more crown plasticity and
phototropism is allowed in a simulator, horizontal canopy space fills more completely (Strigul et al. 2008). The
PPA takes this to its asymptotic limit, where the canopy becomes totally filled, with no overlap among the
crowns of canopy trees, and the canopy crown join height is uniform across a stand. With the PPA, itZ̃r

becomes possible to classify individual trees as being in the canopy (as tall as or taller than the minimum
canopy crown height ) or in the understory (shorter than ) without knowing their spatial locations.˜ ˜Z Zr r

The mathematics of the PPA are fully described elsewhere (Adams et al. 2007; Strigul et al. 2008), but we
briefly review their essential features here. We note that these previous publications had assumed a value of 2 for
v and do not include it as an explicit parameter. Thus, some formulas appear slightly differently here. The PPA
is nonspatial (horizontally) and includes no explicit gaps. In the simplest and analytically tractable version,
growth and death rates do not depend on size either in the understory or overstory but do change from
understory to overstory. Understory individuals grow stems at rate and die at rate mU. They transition to theGU, x

canopy when their stems equal , the diameter that is allometrically (eq. [G1]) related to rate ,˜ ˜D Z Gr r C, x

whereupon they die at rate mC and produce new understory individuals at rate F per crown area. In a stable-size-
distribution (i.e., equilibrial), closed-canopy monoculture, the total canopy crown area is fixed (and equal to the
habitat area), and thus the influx of new understory individuals is fixed.

Notice that, in contrast to previous publications (Adams et al. 2007; Strigul et al. 2008), we now explicitly
calculate and as functions of resource availability, as described in the previous sections. Specifically,G GC, x U, x

given values of and , one can calculate both and using equation (G30), with equations (G22),L R G GX, x X, x C, x U, x

(G24), or (G25) providing the term. To be congruent with the simplest version of the PPA, andE G GX, x C, x U, x

must be constant, which will be true provided individuals maintain their allocational strategies through time and
that the allocational shifts between understory and canopy stages are fast relative to the lifetimes of average
individuals (and hence negligible). We assume for the moment that allocational strategies are constant for a given
stage, but our ESS analysis below reveals that deviations from constant ESSs (for a particular soil nitrogen
availability) are less competitive. In appendix B, we show that ignoring the full carbon accounting required to
change from to and from to as individuals transition from the understory stage to the canopyL L R RU, x C, x U, x C, x

stage has a negligible effect on our calculation of lifetime reproductive success. Thus, our model of individual
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trees competing for light and nitrogen generates constant and constant , consistent with the analyticallyG GU, x C, x

tractable version of the PPA as described in Strigul et al. (2008).
With the PPA, we calculate an individual’s expected lifetime reproductive success (or fitness, ) by summingWx

its total fecundity over its lifetime. To do this for an average individual, we must calculate the average fraction
of understory individuals that will survive to the canopy, assuming their initial diameter is negligible:

mU ˜exp � D (G33)r( )GU, x

where is the diameter of strategy r individuals at the transition from understory to canopy (the diameterD̃r

corresponding to height ; eq. [G1]). The fraction of individuals that entered the canopy and then survived for tZ̃r

years is

exp (�m t), (G34)C

and the fecundity of an individual that has survived t years in the canopy is

v v˜FA(D) p Fpa (D � G t) . (G35)r C, x

Combining these three equations, we integrate over all time to calculate fitness:

�

mU v v˜ ˜W p exp � D exp (�m t)Fpa (D � G t) dt. (G36)x r � C r C, x( )GU, x
0

By changing variables twice, the solution is an incomplete gamma, which we can reasonably approximate as a
complete gamma:

vG m mC, x U Cv ˜W ≈ Fpa G(v � 1) exp � � D , (G37)x rv�1 [ ( ) ]m G GC U, x C, x

where represents the gamma function. The equation for embodies the combined effects of interspecificG(…) Wx

(or interstrategic) competition for both nitrogen and light through its effects on both the canopy and understory
stages of residents and invaders. The resident influences itself and the invader through its effects on nitrogen
competition, light availability in the understory, and, by setting , the length of time that individuals spend inD̃r

the understory.
At equilibrium, each individual exactly replaces itself over its lifetime, that is, , and we are able toW p 1r

solve for in a monoculture:D̃r

�1
vm m GU C C, rvD̃ ≈ � ln Fpa G(v � 1) . (G38)r v�1( ) [ ]G G mU, r C, r C

For closed-canopy forests, is always greater than or equal to 0. When this condition is not true, the canopyD̃r

will open, and a different set of tools and assumptions are needed to evaluate dynamics. Here, we restrict our
analysis to allocation strategies that are capable of sustaining closed-canopy conditions in monoculture.

Because and , it will frequently be the case that and thus thatm 1 m G ≤ G m /G k m /GU C U, x C, x U U, x C C, x

vG GU, r C, rvD̃ ≈ ln Fpa G(v � 1) (G39)r v�1[ ]m mU C

and

vG mC, x Uv ˜W ≈ Fpa G(v � 1) exp �D . (G40)x rv�1 ( )m GC U, x

For numerical work, we use the more complete expressions (eqq. [G37], [G38]). For analytical work we use
the simplified expressions (eqq. [G39], [G40]).
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Determining Evolutionary Stable Strategies

We analyze our model to determine the change in ESS allocations to foliage, wood, and fine roots with . WeNavail

can use the equation for the fitness of a rare invader in the equilibrium conditions created by a resident r (eq.Wm

[G40]) to find the ESS, if it exists. See Strigul et al. (2008) for a proof that an equilibrial monoculture of the
PPA model is locally stable for reasonable parameter values, as is required of this analysis. By definition, the
expected of a resident individual in an equilibrial monoculture is 1; that is, it will exactly replace itself in itsWr

lifetime. Consistent with the assumptions of standard adaptive dynamics analyses (McGill and Brown 2007), we
model a stand of infinite size and an invasion process of potentially infinite duration, such that any invader with

greater than 1 will successfully invade the resident. We use the term ESS to describe a strategy that, onceWm

established as a monoculture, cannot be invaded by any rare mutant strategy (McGill and Brown 2007). In other
words, the ESS is a strategy r for which no is greater than 1.Wm

For a particular trait , we find the ESS, , by finding the maxima of for :*v v W vm

dW (v , v )m m r p 0,Fdv ∗m v pv , v pvm r r

2dW (v , v )m m r
! 0, (G41)2 Fd v ∗m v pv , v pvm r r

where is a function of both the invader’s strategy and the resident’s strategy and is both continuous andW v vm m r

smooth within the domain of analysis. Because of their functional connection to (eq. [G30]), solutions forGX, x

and uniquely determine . We determine that the ESS values that we find are both global and* * *L R GX X X

convergence stable in appendix F.

Derivation of Theoretical Results

Result 1

Increasing ESS foliage with increasing nitrogen availability. Across a fertility gradient, as increases, theNavail

most competitive LAI in both the canopy and the understory increase up to the point of nitrogen* *L LC U

saturation (fig. 3). The canopy light environment is unaffected by , but the reverse is not true, so we begin*LU, r

by solving for . We solve the ESS condition (eq. [G41]) using the growth rate equation (eq. [G30]) together*LC

with either light-saturated or dual-limited net photosynthesis (eqq. [G22], [G24]), assuming for the moment
unlimited nitrogen availability to build foliage:

01 sFIsat C*L p ln , (G42)C [ ]k (1 � k )g M � sqL L

where “sat” indicates that this is the nitrogen-saturated result. Interpretation of this equation is straightforward.
The depends strongly on k, the light extinction coefficient; smaller k leads to greater because it decreases

sat sat* *L LC C

self-shading. Of those variables that may vary appreciably among species or habitats, increased occurs with
sat*LC

increasing extrapolated net photosynthetic rate s or decreasing leaf turnover rate gL, leaf carbon per area M, or
leaf dark respiration rate q. Because and q are often positively correlated, decreasing will likelyA Amax max

increase . At , the lowest leaves of canopy trees are just able to pay for their own construction and
sat sat* *L LC C

respiratory costs. This is an upper limit, as it does not take into account the possibility that additional whole-
plant respiratory costs are required to support those lowest leaves (Reich et al. 2009).

It is easy to show that in habitats with less than saturating nitrogen availability (i.e., ; eq.
sat*N r/d g f ! LC, r L L C

[G26]), a strategy that builds as much foliage as it can (i.e., ) will invade a strategy that buildsN r/d g f LC, r L L C, r

less than that (see “Result 5”). Thus,

N r satavail* *L p min , L , (G43)C C( )d g fL L
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where has been replaced (eq. [G21]; at the ESS) and is defined by equation (G42).
sat*N mp r LC, r C

Having calculated and thus (via eq. [G14]) in a monoculture composed of competitively dominant* 0L IC U

canopy individuals, we are now in a position to determine . In an analysis that parallels that of the canopy, we*LU

find

01 sFIsat U*L p ln (G44)U [ ]k (1 � k )g M � sqL L

and

*N r R satavail U* *L p min , L . (G45)U U*( )d g f RL L C

After solving for below (eq. [G47]) and substituting, one can show that the nitrogen-limited form of is* *R LU U

monotonically increasing with / and thus with .* *L R NC C avail

These results show that the most competitive strategy is that which builds as much foliage as it has*LX

nitrogen for, up to the point at which additional leaves would fail to pay for themselves due to self-shading. This
result provides constant and as assumed in the simple version of the PPA used here.G GC, x U, x

Result 2

Decreasing ESS fine root mass with increasing nitrogen availability. Across a soil fertility gradient as Navail

increases, the most competitive fine root mass decreases monotonically. No closed-canopy exists at low* *R RX X

because successful invaders with greater drive the system into open-canopy, nonforest conditions (seeN Ravail C, m

app. C). For all sufficiently large, a stable exists up to the point at which the canopy becomes nitrogen*N Ravail X

saturated (fig. 3).
The effects of on the canopy nitrogen environment are negligible, but the reverse is not true, so we beginRU, r

by solving for . We solve the ESS condition (eq. [G41]) using the simplified carbon conservation equation*RC

(eq. [G30]) together with case 2 (eq. [G24]; in app. C we show that no exists for case 1):*E R EC, m C C, m

*0 �kLCsFI e � sq� (1 � k )g MC L L* *R p L . (G46)C C(1 � k )g � QR R

For reasonable parameter values, decreases with for all values of that generate closed-canopy forest* *R N RC avail C

( is an increasing function of ; eq. [G43]). Root mass is both a global ESS and convergent stable* *L N RC avail C

(app. F). It is easy to show that goes to 0 as goes to (eq. [G42]), demonstrating that the premium* * *satR L LC C C

paid on fine root biomass for the purpose of nitrogen uptake goes to 0 as nitrogen becomes nonlimiting
(assuming, as we do, no leaching of nitrogen).

Equation (G46) is a ratio. The quantum yield, F, is the slope of light-limited photosynthesis with light
availability (fig. 2), and is light availability at the lowest leaf layer. Thus, the first term in the0 *I exp (�kL )C C

numerator describes the rate of light-limited photosynthesis at the lowest leaf layer. The second and third terms
in the numerator are the respiratory and build costs of that leaf layer. Together, the numerator is the net marginal
carbon benefit given to an invader with greater fine root mass than the resident. Whenever an individual is at
least partially light limited, this marginal benefit will decrease with because increases and thus the light*N Lavail C

at the bottom of the canopy due to self-shading will decrease. The denominator for is the fixed carbon cost*RC

of that infinitesimally greater root investment. In contrast to the numerator, this fixed root cost never varies with
. Simply put, decreases with because the marginal benefit to greater root investment decreases while*N R Navail C avail

the cost remains fixed.
By reasonable approximation, resident understory individuals will have a negligible effect on the light

environment and nitrogen availability for resident canopy individuals or invaders. We need not consider the case
of a light-saturated understory, case 1 (eq. [G22]), because no exists for closed-canopy, light-saturated*E RU, r C
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conditions. The answers for a partially light-limited understory, case 2 (eq. [G24]), or totally light-limitedEU, r

understory, case 3 (eq. [G25]), are the same:EU, r

* 0 *1 R sFI LC U C*R p ln . (G47)U * * *{ }k L [sq� (1 � k )g M]L � [(1 � k )g � Q]RC L L C R R C

Root mass is most sensitive to the variables outside the natural log, which reflect the dominant nitrogen ( )* *R RU C

and light environments ( ). It is both a global ESS and convergent stable (app. F).*LC

Result 3

Increasing ESS growth rates with increasing nitrogen availability. The most competitive growth rate in the
canopy, , increases monotonically and saturates with increasing . Having solved for (eq. [G43]) and* *G N LC avail C

(eq. [G46]), we need only substitute them into the carbon balance equation (eq. [G30]) to determine :* *R GC C

v 0 0pa (A � q)s FI sFI *max C C* * �kLCG p 1 � ln � (kL � 1) e � q . (G48)C C C{ [ ( )] }(v � 1)a k A � q kmax

Over the range of for which the model predicts closed-canopy forest, the term involving the exponentNavail

becomes less negative with increasing , causing the whole function to increase but in a saturating way.Navail

Apart from the conversion constants in front and the cost of fecundity, equation (G48) differs from the equation
for net photosynthesis (eq. [G24]) by the addition of to the term involving the exponent, which effectively*kLC

incorporates the increasing cost of and the decreasing cost of with .* *L R NC C avail

It is also possible to solve analytically for by a similar substitution. However, the resulting expression is*GU

neither simple nor illuminating. We omit it here.

Result 4

Forests composed of individuals with ESSs are dual limited up to the point of nitrogen saturation. Up to the
point of nitrogen saturation, where no tree in a stand is limited by nitrogen, our model predicts that all ESS
forests are dual limited; that is, the canopy, and sometimes the understory, is limited by both nitrogen and light.
At low , where both the canopy and understory would be solely nitrogen limited, no ESS closed-canopyNavail

forest can exist because strategies that lead to open-canopy conditions always successfully invade (app. C). Only
after the canopy becomes dual limited with increasing does the possibility exist for an ESS closed-canopyNavail

forest. As increases, the understory transitions from dual limited to solely light limited. At the point ofNavail

nitrogen saturation, no individual is limited by nitrogen and both the understory and canopy are at (eqq.*satLX

[G42], [G44]).

Result 5

Under nitrogen-limited conditions, ESS foliage maximizes competitive ability and stem growth rate in
monoculture(i.e., is “optimal”), whereas ESS fine root mass and wood allocation maximize only competitive
ability (i.e., are not “optimal”). By design, our method for determining ESSs (eq. [G41]) finds those strategies
that are uninvadible and thus the most competitive among all neighboring strategies. In much of the literature on
plant ecology, plants are assumed to maximize carbon gain or individual growth rate in monoculture, that is, are
said to be “optimal.” In addition to being the most competitive strategy, ESS foliage is optimal in this sense,*LC

but ESS fine root mass and growth rate are not. This can be seen by asking whether any perturbation, �,* *R GC C

of the ESS leads to greater growth rate of the resident, . If it does, the strategy is not optimal in this sense.GC, r

Under nitrogen-limited conditions, plants use all of the nitrogen they acquire with a particular to buildRC, m

(eqq. [G43], [G45]), so the only stoichiometrically possible perturbation in itself (independent of )L L RC, m C, m C, m

is a decrease (see inequality in eq. [G26]). Using equations (G24) and (G30) to calculate (eq. [G30]) withGC, m

the perturbation term and a Taylor series expanding the result around , we find the change in the*L (1 � �) � ∼ 0C

resident growth rate, , for a perturbation that decreases :DG LC, r C, r

*0 �kL *CDG p [�sFI e � sq� (1 � k )g M]L . (G49)C, r C L L C

This will be negative provided , which is true here by assumption.
sat* *L ! LC C
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Under nitrogen-saturated conditions, plants can build greater than . A parallel analysis to that above
sat*L LC, m C

shows that a perturbation of increased under nitrogen-saturated conditions leads to lower growth ratesLC, m

provided , which is true here by assumption. Taking the nitrogen-limited and nitrogen-saturated results
sat* *L p LC C

together, it follows that maximizes growth rates in monoculture, that is, is “optimal.”*LC

In contrast, any perturbation that reduces , that is, (1 – �), invariably leaves more carbon to allocate to* *R RC C

wood and thus increases :DGC, r

* *DG p (1 � k )g R � QR 1 0. (G50)C, r R R C C

Thus, and (via its functional relationship with ) do not maximize growth rates in monoculture, that is,* * *R G RC C C

are not “optimal.”

Table G1. Traits subject to evolutionarily stable strategy analysis: model parameters and subscripts

Symbol Value Units Description

LX,x Any m2 m�2 Leaf area index; one-sided area of leaves per ground surface area of an in-
dividual, proportional to carbon allocation to foliage

GX,x Any cm year�1 Stem diameter growth rate, proportional to carbon allocation to wood
RX,x Any gcarbon m�2 Live fine root mass per crown area; coefficient relating D to , propor-RX,x

tional to carbon allocation to fine roots
Allometric relationships:

D Any cm Stem diameter
A Any m2 Individual tree crown area (projected)
a .1 m2/v cm�1 Power law coefficient relating D to A
v 1.4 None Power law coefficient relating D to A
QX,x Any gcarbon Individual tree fine root mass
J 1.4 None Power law exponent relating D to RX,x

B Any gcarbon Individual tree mass
a 81.5 gcarbon cm�(v�1) Power law coefficient relating D to B
b 2.4 None Power law exponent relating D to B
Z Any m Individual tree height
h 3.58 m cm�b Power law coefficient relating D to H
b .5 None Power law exponent relating D to H

Nitrogen:
T Any m2 Total habitat area
NT, NM, NP, NH, NL Any gN m�2 Nitrogen pools: total habitat, soil mineral, plant, high-quality soil organic,

low-quality soil organic, respectively
g ... year�1 Whole-plant nitrogen loss rate
dH, dL ... year�1 High- and low-quality soil organic decomposition rates, respectively
w 0–1 Fraction Fraction of plant nitrogen that goes to the high-quality soil organic pool
Navail Any gN m�2 year�1 Available nitrogen per area
KX,x Any gN Total nitrogen uptake of an individual
NX,x Any gN m�2 Nitrogen uptake of an individual per crown area
r .5 None Fraction of total plant nitrogen uptake allocated to leaves
dL 1.595 gN m�2 Nitrogen per unit leaf area
f .5 None Fraction of nitrogen lost from senesced foliage
gL 1 year�1 Foliage turnover

Light and photosynthesis:
0IX 0–1 PAR �1PAR0 Light level of the highest leaf layer
bottomIX,x 0–1 PAR �1PAR0 Light level of the lowest leaf layer

Ĩ .33 PAR �1PAR0 Light level at which photosynthesis is balanced between light limited and
light saturated; equal to (A � q)/fmax

Amax 9.9 # 10�5 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1 Maximum net carbon assimilation rate (see fig. 2)
q 9.9 # 10�6 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1 Dark respiration rate (see fig. 2)
F 3.27 # 10�4 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 s�1

PAR�1 PAR0

Quantum yield of light-limited net photosynthesis (see fig. 2)

s 2.26 # 106 s year�1 Scale conversion between measured (s�1) and yearly net photosynthesis
k .5 LAI�1 Light extinction coefficient per crown depth
z .75 None Scales k and LAIC, r in Beer’s law light extinction to calculate 0IU

L̃X Any LAI Crown depth at which photosynthesis transitions from light saturated to
light limited
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Table G1 (Continued)

Symbol Value Units Description

Carbon:
EX,x Any gcarbon m�2 year�1 Carbon fixed per projected crown area, net after leaf maintenance

respiration
M 28 gcarbon LAI�1 m�2 Leaf carbon per area
kL .25 None Foliage construction respiration, expressed as a fraction of leaf carbon
gR .3 year�1 Fine root turnover
kR .25 None Fine root construction respiration, expressed as a fraction of fine root

carbon
Q .35 gcarbon gcarbon

�1 year�1 Fine root respiration rate
qC 34.6, 0 gcarbon m�2 year�1 Carbon cost of producing seeds; 0 for understory individuals
g 8.14E�4 cm (gcarbon/m

2)�1 Scale conversion between net carbon per canopy area and diameter growth
rate (eq. [G31])

L .78 None Fraction aboveground of the carbon allocated to wood
Perfect plasticity approximation:

Wx Any individuals Fitness or lifetime reproductive success of strategy x
*Dr Any cm Stem diameter of shortest cohort in the canopy of a monoculture
*Zr Any m Height of shortest cohort in the canopy of a monoculture as determined

from height allometry (eq. [G1])
t Any year Years spent in the canopy stage
mX .013, .038 year�1 Mortality rate for canopy and understory, respectively
F .01 individuals m�2 year�1 Germinants produced per unit canopy area per time

Note: Sources and derivations for values are in appendix E. Subscripts and superscripts: r p variables for resident strategies; m p variables for invading strategies;
x p a “placeholder” for variables that can take either an r or an m; C p variables for canopy individuals; U p variables for understory individuals; X p a
“placeholder” for variables that can take either C or U; asterisk p variables for evolutionarily stable strategies; sat p variables calculated assuming saturating nitrogen
uptake. PAR p photosynthetically active radiation; LAI p leaf area per ground area of an individual.
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